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Celebrate!

Trinity's President Outlines His Plans For The Future
Along these lines Dobelle,
along with Mullen, proposed
News Editor
their own plans, as well as solicited advice from the students. "I
In his discussion with stu- don't want to make all the
dents at the Underground on changes, the students need to
Monday, President Evan tell us what they want, and I
Dobelle, accompanied by Vice will listen," said Dobelle.
President for Student Services Though the students seemed to
Jim Mullen, outlined his plans agree with him, some stressed
for the future of Trinity College. the problems associated with
Though he stressed throughout getting involved during their fithe.discussion that he was nite amount of time here at
pleased with Trinity's general Trinity. "We are here for only
position, Dobelle mentioned four years, and by the time a stuthat there were some changes dent gets comfortable they are
which could make Trinity sub- already a junior or a senior," said
stantially better. "Trinity is not Jamie Evans '97.
totally right," stated Dobelle, "It
To start off the presentation
is not terrible by any means, but Dobelle first introduced Mr.
I still feel students are not get- Mullen, and complemented
ting their money's worth. We him on the job he did previously
don't have that competitive in the neighborhood, and the
edge which makes us stand out job he was currently doing inamong other colleges. 1 want to ternally. "By making Jim
make Trinity a unique free- Mullen responsible for the instanding institution, and I am ternal workings of the school, I
willing to make any change to was not giving a vote ot no consee it gets there. We should be fidence to people like Dean
striving for perfection."
Winer who were previously in
BY IAN LANG

charge," stressed Dobelle, "Instead I was giving a vote of confidence to Mr. Mullen's ability to
handle this situation with the
same degree of success he displayed in his previous assignment."
Following this introduction
Dobelle opened the floor up to
questions from the students regarding the state of Trinity. The
students responded with questions which centered around
dorm living and the drinking
policy. Dobelle agreed with the
students that the dorms as they
are now, are woefully inadequate, and offered his suggestions to rectify the matter.
"I want dorms that look more
like Smith House with nice social spaces where students can
be comfortable. There should
be pictures on the wall, and
things like pianos in the
lounges," said Dobelle. When
the students asked whether
Dobelle and Mullen were worried about dorm damage,
see DOBELLE on page 9

JACOB KASEU.

In a bipartisan event, the Trinity College
Democrats and the Trinity College Republicans
hosted an "Election Watch" in the Cave. Here,,
avid viewers look on as election returns pour in.

Fofcrrrron Alcohol Policy

SGA
to involve the entire school on
the issue.
News Writer
Scott Heidorn '97 opened the
discussion by saying he felt that
On Monday, November 11, the "Trinity puts a lot of responsiStudent Affairs Committee of bility on students, drinking
SGA held an open forum meet> should be one of those responing on the drug and alcohol sibilities." He admitted that
policy at Trinity. The meeting there is "a definite problem"
was led by Professor of Political with irresponsible drinking on
Science Clyde D. McKeeJr who campus. "It's hard for the camwas filling in temporarily for pus to say no one can drink, no
Dean of Students David Winer, one wants that," he said, "If you
committee chairman. The drink irresponsibly, you should
other members of the commit- be punished, but the whole
tee were Professor Margot campus shouldn't be punished."
Robin Schiffman '97 sugPerkins, Maureen Kay '99, Kevin
Thompson '99, Watt Tyler '99, gested more ways of educating
the student population: "We
and Ben Russo '97.
The purpose of this meeting, need more education than just
according to McKee, was for 'Day Four'on freshman orienta"the members of the committee tion." When McKee asked what
to do some listening." At some sort of ways of educating people
point, said McKee, "the commit- she could think of, she said,
tee will make recommenda- "curricular in the classroom, etions" to the school as to what mail everyday."
Tyler said that he felt students
the Trinity community believes
are
not necessarily educated
the drug and alcohol policy
should be. Thompson added about the dangers of alcohol
that this meeting was "a first and drug consumption: "Not
step toward opening the discus- everyone knows... I have friends
sion to the rest of campus as an that base their judgements on
open forum." He suggested ideas thin air."
Gillian Mueller '98 added
such as "surveys, PacerForum,
and discussion groups" as ways that the school should "work
BY JAMIE GRIFFITH

with the fact that students do
drink." Mick Nardelli '97 added
that the school should focus on
the behavior induced by drinking. "We're not trying to stop
drinking, but trying to promote
responsible drinking," he said.
By responsible drinking, the
general consensus was to prevent the destruction of campus
property. Nardelli suggested
one way to help deal with these
problems is to "make the fine so
steep that no one's friends will
protect him." Russo reinforced
Nardelli's suggestion by saying,
"when I was a freshman, our
dorm was a mess, and what was
the final bill for all of us at the
end of the year? Fifteen dollars
each?"
When the discussion moved
to drugs, one student said she
felt that the amount of drugs
used on campus has gone up,
citing "a cocaine incident a
couple of weeks ago," where a
student had to be hospitalized.
Nardelli suggested a causal relationship between the tighter
alcohol policy and the increase
in drug use. "Which is easier to
sneak into your room, a sixpack or a dime bag?" he asked.
He said that he feels, based on

his experience as a bar tender, an
occupation where people ask
him where to buy drugs, that
"the three drugs that have gone
up the most... are LSD, cocaine,
and ecstacy."
One student said she believed
drug use is up everywhere "at
every school, not just Trinity."
As there is no actual drug
policy, Kay asked if there should
be one. She said that in R.A.
training, "we were told if you see
a student smoking a jay in the
hallway, you can't do anything."
Nardelli immediately reacted,
"that's a mistake." The answer
to how the drug policy should
be approached depends on
"where the school wants to be"
Schiffman said.
As a way to punish the destructive behavior of some inebriated students, Nardelli and
McKee asked about bringing
back, in some form, the Medusa
program. The Medusa program
was a group of anonymous students who would deal with
other students who were out of
control. Nardelli suggested that
Medusa could be "a group of
student leaders willing to sit
down and talk to students
(about their actions). The key is,

they have to be credible (in the
Students' eyes)."
According to McKee, a faculty meeting suggested that
eliminating grade inflation
might work: "If students have to
work more, they will not have as
much time to party." Apparently, there are some faculty
members who think this idea
will work. Student reaction was
that students will only party
more when they have the
chance.
Another way of curbing the
binge drinking on campus, Thompson said, might be to have
"an. increasing middle ground
of parties." One problem, as he
sees it, is that there are only two
types of parties on campus —
those with lots of alcohol and
those with none. Tyler responded, "What's a good way to
do that?" Nardelli said he felt
things like the Quad Party at the
beginning of the year was one
way. In general, having functions where students can drink
and talk with faculty outside
the classroom was a way to promote responsible drinking
without tightening the policy.
The committee plans to continue these sorts of open forums.
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Student Supports Reform
To the Editor:

Six Of One, Half Dozen Of The Other
It's common knowledge chat most students think their major is the most challenging major offered. English majors feud with Engineering majors; Economics majors argue with Philosophy majors and Theater and Dance majors fight
everyone. Even professors have been known to take sides on this issue. A popular professor recently voiced his opinion that Theater and Dance majors and
Women's Studies majors were, in short, wasting their time and their course of
study was pointless.
Perhaps this is somewhat of an overstatement of his opinion, but it sums up
the attitudes of a disturbing majority not only at this school, but at most schools.
Why is it that pre-med students receive more "respect" in a collegiate atmosphere than, say, creative writing majors, theater majors, or even philosophy
majors. As this previously mentioned professor believed, pre-med students were
studying "worthwhile" and "important" subjects, or subjects they would be able
to use in "the real world."
Creative thought and exploration is therefore deemed "unimportant" and
"useless" by the supporters of this theory. That belief is dangerous. What would
a world be without Mozart, Tennessee Williams, Zora Neale Hurston, or Sartre?
Boring, not to mention unenjoyable.
It seems like there is a separation between the existence of the individuals
and the study of their works, however. We live in an amazingly cynical society
that believes true creative greatness is a thing of the past. If that is not true,
why do we continue to degrade and deemphasize those that pursue the study
of and practice of creative, artistic and free thinking?
Intelligence is defined in different ways by different people, but generally if
you do not know a thing or two about literature, theater, and philosophy, you
will not be accepted as a truly intelligent person. Labeling subject as more "important" or "worthwhile" is ridiculous, not to mention untrue.
iMore importantly, however, why do we argue over something we cannot
change? Most of us, who are not too pressured by our parents, major in what
we feel we will succeed in and, hopefully, what we enjoy. As Anthony Clark
told The Tripod this week, "The biggest thing in life to be happy is to get up
every morni ng and do something you love to do."v And hey; for some that's biochemistry and for others it's acting. Six o£ one, half dozen of the other,

In the United States today, individual people without large
sums of money have very little
political power. The common
citizen does not have the finances to make politicians listen to his concerns; instead
political action committees
contribute exorbitant amounts
of money to campaigns in order
to have their position represented. Unfortunately, .this is
not always in the best interest
of the constituents in the
representative's district. The
fact that he is in Congress to represent the citizen's interest is
overlooked for the sake of reelection. This must be stopped.
The people of the United States
vote politicians into office, so it
should be their concerns that
are addressed, not the concerns
of big business. Campaign finance reform is desperately
needed to return American
politics to the American people
and to even the playing field.
I am a student at Trinity College and a member of Americans
Against
Political
Corruption, a campaign of the
Connecticut Student Public Interest
Research
Group
(ConnPIRG). I believe that campaign finance reform is sorely
needed to ease the burden of
raising re-election funds for
politicians and to give the
American people a louder voice
in Washingto A

have asked Congressional representatives and their opponents
across the country to pledge
their support. So far, over 260
incumbents and challengers
have signed on to at least parts
of the five point campaign finance reform pledge. The points
are as follows; politicians must
raise at least 75% of their money
from people in their districts;
pass a Constitutional Amendment to allow for mandatory
limits on campaign spending,
personal wealth, independent
expenditures, and contributions; limit all campaign contributions to $100; require
broadcasters to provide candidates with substantial free and
reduced cost TV, radio, and
mailings, and a national initiative and referendum process
must be created to remove obstacles that face new candidates
and parties. Both Barbara
Kennelly and Kent Sleath have
received copies of the pledge
but have yet to sign. Throughout Connecticut, Nancy
Johnson, James Maloney, Bill
Finch and Ed Munster have
signed parts of the pledge. Campaign finance reform is a serious
issue and it needs to be addressed. The voting citizens of
the United States should be represented by their representatives. This is a basic premise on
which our nation operates, and
it is what makes us unique in
the world.

pmgn finance reform and we

trinity
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Well it appears that while those of us here at
Pillow Talk have been diligently doing our weekly
duty, those sneaky 'revolutionaries' have been
planning their one offering of the year. Needless to
say, we think they better not quit their day jobs.
Other Voice . Hey guys, your forerunners were
intelligently alternative and belittling.
There isn't anything humorous about
being dumb and bashing.
Other Voice With the infrequency of issues one
would think you could find something
more current and interesting than
publishing a 9 month old inane interview.
Other Voice ; Toad's Place is in New Haven... Karim
would have been ashamed. Perhaps an
internship at The Tripod would help.
Other Voice Pillow Talk can't believe school money
is spent-to publish such maligning
drivel.

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:

Box 702582

• E-MAIL:
• CAMPUS NETWORK:

tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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What's Wrong
by Jamie Evans
It was Saturday night and I
had decided to avoid the painful process of deciding which of
the evenings pathetic parties to
attend by staying in and enjoying a movie with some friends.
It seems that being sober on a
weekend is always an experience to be remembered and not
simply because your mind is
still receiving sensory input.
Certainly, I am not one of those
angry and socially dysfunctional party-poopers who seem
to abhor Trinity's social scene
yet are omnipresent at all of
them proclaiming their distaste

passerbys. It was still relatively
early, eleven thirty I believe, yet
it seemed there were quite a few
partiers who had forgotten that
the Kappa formal didn't end till
2 and had decided more interesting entertainment might be
found elsewhere.
After about fifteen minutes
of this careful study, we began
to notice a trend. Couples were
heading out. We all know that
time in a party, especially the
one with copious hard liquor
supplies, when the conversations end, all inhibition is lost,
and people just want some plain

.../ could not rest without ascertaining
the story behind this episode. Much like
Deep Throat told Woodward to follow
the money, my own undercover source
urged me to "follow the condoms."
for the cheap beer and trampy
women (you know who you are,
go to a movie and leave us
happy drunks alone).
Regardless, after lounging
happily in the gargantuan folds
ol my roommate's couch for several hours, we were looking for
some visceral entertainment
and proceeded to climb out onto
the overhang connected to my
room. From such a vantage
point, one has a remarkably
god-like view of the Long Walk
directly in front of Northam. So
there we were, viciously accosting any and all

old physical gratification. Well,
not surprisingly, a couple (who
shall remain nameless) arrived
in front of Northam. I thought
for a moment that they might
fall into the bushes, but the
young man recovered by stumbling into the campus safety
call box located nearby. Apparently thinking he was in
trouble, he violently slammed
the emergency button. Luckily,
these two managed to stumble
inside and when campus safety
arrived U timely 6-minute response) and we were sum-

WHAT WOULD IT TAKE TO
MAKE YOU STEP ON THE
PLAQUE?
TONY SIMMONS

"It's too late. They already
got me."

BRIDGET JANAIRO '98

"What plaque?"

ADAM BULGER '98

"Not much. I have very
little respect for this
school's bullshit traditions., and publications."

OPINION
the officer must have thought
us entirely too sober to be out
there without proper beverage
supplies.
Having had our live entertainment curtailed, we contemplated what to do next and
decided to watch yet another
movie. I headed upstairs to borrow one from a friend. This
would be the beginning of my
investigative reporting career. I
looked down the hallway and
saw the same young man I had
seen earlier only he was now
wearing nothing but a pair of
black socks. 1 thought for a moment he had simply taken a
shower and forgotten his towel.
Nope. He was banging on the
door of his lady friend and tirelessly asking her to open it. No
such luck. Well, I felt it would be
slightly awkward for me to offer assistance in such a situation, so 1 left. However, 1
couldn't resist sending someone
else upstairs to check this scene
out. Well, it took all of a minute
for my friend "Johnny
Bangtime" to arrive back in my
room. Apparently, our newly
found naked friend had seen
Johnny and decided that charging towards him would be the
best way to send him away. It
worked and understandably so.
No one likes a large, severely
intoxicated, and completely naked man running headlong towards them.
So that was it. I went back up
shortly thereafter and he was
gone. 1 borrowed a movie and
asked the lender if she had seen
the mysterious black sock wearing nudist. She replied that she
had, but that she sure as hell
had not noticed any black socks
ward and Bernstein could not
accept an isolated break-in at
Watergate, I could not rest
without ascertaining the story
behind this episode. Much like
Deep Throat told Woodward to
follow the money, my own. undercover source urged me to
"follow the condoms."
I found myself diligently interviewing my neighbors,
roommates, the janitor, and anyone who might have witnessed
something. It didn't take long
for me to get the following information. The young man was
found later in the evening wearing a robe and was rumored to
have relieved himself freely
throughout the dorm. Also, a
prophylactic device was found
in the shower. Unfortunately,
any investigations about the
young women involved were
much less productive. In the
end, I had all the info I needed. 1
won't share my conclusions
with you, as journalistic integrity and decency prevents such
a d iscussion. It wasn't pretty, my
friends.
Now this is not a game to be
taken lightly. You must guard
carefully your sources and be
subtle in your investigations. I
do not encourage investigating
people you know. Inevitably
you'll learn more about them
than you want and, in the end,
probably get your ass kicked.
Likewise, conduct yourself appropriately - do not have any
malicious intent. It may be misconstrued. However, if you find
yourself bored on a Sunday
morning, don't hesitate to break
out your magnifying glass and
pipe, wake up Dr. Watson, and
begin some investigations into
the exploits of your neighbors.
Just kidding...

PACE 3

:
To: The Student Body
" :
:
From: The Office Formerly Known as the Registrar

:.
•"

There were several courses that were not listed in the Spring
1997 Course Selection packet that: you received several weeks
ago. You will be able to enroll in these classes during next
semester's add/drop period. We apologize for any inconveniences that this error may have caused.
;
History 318. Social History of Trini ty 1823 to the Present
This course is a survey of typical social interactions from the
inception of Trinity College to the present. It will cover how
changing modes of communication have altered, eradicated, created and influenced how Trinity students interact with each
other. The course will emphasize the growth of traditional courting practices through the turn of the century and then examine
what types of pressures have led to the popularization of "the
hookup." Modern technological advances through this period
will also be examined; has e-mail heralded advancements in
social ineptitude? how has Broadcast changed the face of dating prac tices? We will also explore the social influences that encouraged the: alteration of the institutions name from
Washington College to Trinity- owing to the prevalence of social encounters via trinitiesof questions; how has "What's your
name? Are you enjoying the weather? May I call on you again?"
been replaced by either (face to face) "What's up? What did you
dp last night? What are you doing tonight?"and (via phone)
"What's up? Who's there? What are you doing?"
Math 099.: Math for People who Just Need to Fill the Requirement , ••: •.•/;•." : . \. :•' •; • • • • . ' .
In response to a growing demand, Math- 099 has been developed so that non-arithmetically oriented students can fulfill
their Numerical Reasoning distribution requirement without
repeatedly failing other introductorymath classes. None of the
following skills will be stressed: addition , subtraction, multi•plication, division, or differential equations. The class will centerpn iraprovingpractical, hoh mathematical, engineeringskills
through: the use of"Legos," "Lincoln Logs," "Erectcsr'' sets, and
"TYCO Cliff Hangers" electric car sets. Techniques gf -"pressing
.things together'* and "pulling things apart" will be used as vehicles to explore exactly how no math isheeded for simple construc|ion. This course will be taught by Koko, a baboon on loan
from the San Diego Zoo.

:
^hoorandBoardingSfchool' :;':-:: ;: ' ' •"-•'
• •'-:;,;;
; The focus of this course will be an iritroduc.don to low scale
tolerance. Different walks of life of ten carry different values to
the sarrie endeavors, and this coursewill concentrate on bringing together the two secondary school cultures that arise from
day and boarding schools. Day students will learn how to sympathize with stories told by their peers of putting plastic wrap
over toilet seats, drinking liquor from shampoo bottles, Swallowing dips, cooking rarneii in hot pots, and finding creative
uses for unlocked classrooms, squash courts, music practice
rooms, and stairwells. Boarding students may learn to not only
tolerate, but love borrowed memories of drinking kegs in fields,
chopping teachers'lfeeS dowtiifrpm front yards, utilizing parents'trips out of town, ancldiscovfering the pleasures and annoyances of back seats, front seats; and master bedrooms. Trips
to the :woods,;ahd circurnyeritipn of alcohol policies will Serve

a s u n i f y m g t h e m e s : ; ' £ ( ' • • , : ' } : ~ : : ::• : ' : ; " ; ; : : r v ' ; ^.^ ; ' : : ' ' . • ' . .;••:••...'•;:'.;••'• '•' :

Biology 344. ; H6w to Interact with Students from Humanities
: :
ajj o r s ' : \ : ; ^ ' : : ' : : : / : ' : ' : : ^ ^ ? " '
^ ''i^'{P::"
;; Has it ever been frtistrati jig tQ use;: terttis like transcription,
halides, andfeedbackeontrol only toiiridbianklaces?i)o analogies: to resonance stabilization,' :ph6spholipid; membranes, and
the Friedel-Graftsacylatrop.go j-ightoveryourpeers'heads? Docasual, uninformed references to osmosis annoy you? If so, this:
course will help you to explore methods of comraunicatiori with
yourlessscientificaUyawareacquaintances. ThroUghstructured
conversation we: will explore:literary references,elemehtsand
iconographies of Subversive 'Cultures;, and major historical
events,including the Renaissance and The Civil War.Students
ill be: expected to do: a. majority-of-the w^
d h

i^lilillfti&ftl^fflesi^;.;1::?:; M&--^MM&-^\:
S|§^£c^rse:s1iti§^^
h^Sfy^ecgnt^
|a^de^||Sncem£^
t:6;'i:r}e*reaf;^
^;:^^^;:^ai;;^^^ti:i^o^ :^n©^:; IftSiW^^rap jji-r^g r^Sstitii^p^- •;
|:|||p"s|||^al|i|i||rig;:the:')
:

the'fflsM^

"^||:|h^;«Miti||i§|fer;|hi^
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A Day With A Strange Man Of Myth,
6:48 pm: I still can come up with nothing.
7:01 pm: Celebrity Jeopardy begins.
Most interesting fact learned: In his various works, the French novelist Jules
Verne accurately predicted the eventual
existence of space travel, television and
the submarine.
7:35 pm: I return to my room to begin
writing an article of some kind for
tomorrow's issue of The Trinity Tripod.
Curiously, I am overcome with the feeling that all time is disheveling itself right
before me, with the past, present, and
future converging on their own axis into
one large ball of temporal twine. I toy
with the idea that I am not so far removed, and perhaps I alone hold the scissors and glue necessary to slash and
sculpt reality as we know it.
7:37 pra: I pine over what the plural of
axis is.
7:42 pm: I debate with my roommate
whether you pine 'over' something, or
'on' something, or 'about' something.
Without much authority, we conclude
that one pines 'over' something, and that
editors are there for a good reason.
7:43 pm: 1 resolve to buy a dictionary.
8:12 pm: That curious feeling of infinite omnipotence surfaces again, and it
occurs to me that I might need to seek
professional help.
8:27 pm: With no ideas or inspiration
whatsoever, I stare at the blank screen of
my laptop computer. I regretfully concede that nothing of interest has happened to me today, and so I might as well
go to the Tap for a pint of Guinness.

low classmate. We talk of our Plato semi- tide read: Many college administrations
nar. 1 express fear and apprehension feel that electronic mail has reduced colOpinion Writer
about the upcoming twenty page paper lege from a place where budding intelwhich 1 have done nothing for yet. He lectuals are encouraged to interact on the
8:00 am: 1 am awakened out of a pleas- expresses similar sentiments, and speaks face to face level, to a mere series of conantly erotic dream to the unfortunately of being in the same position. I instantly venient portals where students can perfamiliar sound of news radio. My first suspect he is lying to me and that he has form all their necessary daily functions
conscious thoughts are inevitably about done his outline and first five pages. I am alone in their rooms.
10:12 am: I conclude that the article is
the thirteen Muscuvites massacred at a tempted to flick a rouge grape nut into
memorial service for the deceased leader his eye out of jealousy, but realize that he silly, and I leave the cave to go check my
of veterans of Russia's war in Afghanistan. I think to myself that the whole
situation is rather tragic and unneces.../ am overcome with the feeling that all time is
sary. There emerges in my mind a paraldisheveling itself right before me, with the past, present,
lel of a bomb going off at a memorial
and
future converging on their own axis into one
service for Vietnam vets in this country.
just or other wise, I learn that sometimes
large ball of temporal twine.
you must remember that the war is over.
Other items making the air waves are the
loorningly bitter cold front and snow is probably stronger than me.
e-mail.
storms set to hit the greater New En9:00 am: I make it with two minutes
1:18 pm: While walking across campus
gland area, and the dismal performance to spare to my philosophy of sport class. I come across a plastic sword lying in the
of New York's two professional football
9:02 am: I recalibrate my wrist watch grass behind the college Chapel. I pick
teams.
and listen to the subject of discussion, up the blade and notice that there is a
8:03 am: I am no longer excited.
which is that of the 'mystical' as it ap- tour coming my way. I flirt with the idea
of running over to an unsuspecting per8:04am: 1 lie in bed, unable to stop the plies to sport.
sexual smile wrinkling back into my
9:37 am: I am one of three people in this spective and brandishing my newfound
sleepy face, and listen to the morning large class to raise my hand in the affir- saber in a threatening manner and
news conclude with a feature about mative as to having had a mystical ex- screaming "come here and I will kill
Plum Island Animal Disease Research perience in sport at some point. I feel you!"
Center. Most interesting thing learned so alienated by my classmates, and 1 think
1:19 p m I decide against it,
far: If there were to be so much as one they are deliberately holding back in an
3:03 pm: I engage in a pick up game of
single case of 'hoof and mouth' disease effort to single me out and make me look full court basketball. I notice improvedetected in our countries cattle popula- like a freak.
ment in my ability as I keep my number
tion, the entire cattle export industry
9:52 am: 1 retreat to the cave to read the of air balls in the single digits.
would have to be shut down for a mini- paper and have my third cup of coffee of
6:36 pm: Over dinner, again in Mather,
mum of one year.
the morning. 1 am reminded of the thir- I am propositioned as to what I plan to
8:35 am: I waddle into Mather Hall for teen Muscuvites killed at yesterdays do with a philosophy degree. I can come
breakfast. 1 am joined by a friend and fel- memorial service. Most interesting ar- up with nothing feasible.
BY NICK MOREHEAD

The Scars Of Silence

tiny son and threatening him of what he
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
would "get" later if he "kept it up." The
: • Editor-in-Chief •
look on the boy's face was of utter fear
and confusion. The look on mine was
I was sitting in a take-out restaurant, probably the same.
waiting for my number to be called,
Throughout most of this interchange,
when I noticed a young woman sitting my eyes were fixed on a picture of
directly across from me. She was chicken stir fry. I did everything in my
slumped over in her chair, staring power not to let the mother see that I saw
blankly at the floor. Next to her, seated what-was happening. 1 also tried not to'
at a small table, were two little boys, look at the other patrons, for 1 knew we
.around the ages of three and six. They would share some recognition of the in: were playing quietly, looking frequently justice and terror that had ensued in our
• at their mother. The youngest boy got surroundings, but that our protests
out of his chair and crossed behind his would remain silent. So instead, 1 rebrother to look at his toys. The older boy mained silent in my own world.
turned around and tugged lightly on his
The most ironic part of the encounter

...she grabbed him by one arm, lifted him off the ground
and dragged him back to his seat The child whimpered
a bit, but she silenced him by fake-punching him in
the face.
brother's jacket. With this motion, their
mother sprang to life, jumped out of her
seat and shoved her face in her son's face.
"What the hell do you think you're doing?! Don't mess with him! I'm not playing with you any more! I've had it with
you!"
This was not the first time I had seen a
parent yell at their child in public, but
something about this scene really bothered me. She then followed her younger
son who had wandered towards my side
of the tiny waiting area and yelled at him
for leaving his seat. She justified her anger by telling the child that she wasn't
going to let him off the hook, just because
she had yelled at his brother.
The boy did not want to return to his
seat, but she insisted and she grabbed
him by one arm, lifted him off the
ground and dragged him back to his seat.
The child whimpered a bit, but she silenced him by,fake-punching him in the
face.
Other events followed until their order
was called. As they were leaving, the
older boy had obviously done something
else to anger his mother and she confronted him again. They were standing
face to face, the mother towering over her

was that when this mother was leaving
with her children, she held the door open
for two patrons exiting behind her. She
had the thought and "courtesy" to think
of these strangers, but not the wherewithal to realize or care that she was
abusing her children.
"What could I have done?" That's
what I am still asking myself. I suppose
I could have pleaded with the mother to
leave the kids alone, but what would that
have done? What about when they got
home? I could have called Family Services, but what would they have done?
Take the boys away from their home. It
was hopeless and I was helpless.
The worst part was that it wasn't just
me. It was: everyone in that restaurant,
everyone that family comes in contact
with, everyone who has ever witnessed
an event such as this one. I would like to
believe that someone else, stronger than
I, could have stood up to that mother-to
all of the parents who abuse their children. I'd like to believe that there will
come a time when there will be someone brave enough to break the code of
silence in this country...in this world.
There hasn't been yet, and I doubt there
ever will be.
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Conscious Minds
Currently, IDP students (students studying for their degrees through the Individualized Degree
Program) are eligible to receive many of the same prestigious academic awards as traditional undergraduates; for example, the Valedictorian of the class of '96 and four of this year's President's Fellows
are IDP students. Should IDP students be eligible for these types of awards? Does the additional time
required to obtain a degree under the Idividualized Degree Program give IDP students a competitive
advantage over traditional, eight semester students? Are basic lifesytle differences between these
two classes of students significant?
If the Individualized Degree Program
"differs from the traditional approach" to
a liberal arts education and requirements for the Bachelor's degree, as the
Trinity College Bulletin seeks to point
out with such words and phrases as "innovations," "independence," and "unusual aspect," then how can IDP students
and traditional undergraduates be expected to compete against one another
for academic awards? How can a student
whose intent is to obtain a liberal arts
education, based on the specific requirements set forth by the college, be expected to compete on the same level as
an individual whose purpose is to create their own focus of study to be completed at their own pace? If the
requirements and expectations are distinctly different, how can the awards offered be the same?
Once again, the intention here is not
tocompare the two programs inorde,r to

ALISON O'BYRNE '97

Respondent
As Trinity's policy now stands, students enrolled in the Individualized Degree Program are eligible to compete
with traditional undergraduate students
to receive many of the same prestigious
academic awards. The question which
has been raised of late is whether or not
this is fair considering the difference between 8 semesters of work involving
completion of a major, a minor, and general education requirements versus a
degree that can be completed in
a "varying number of years" and that allows for a "high degree of flexibility and
individuality." This is in no way to suggest that either one is better or more difficult than the other. However, if the
philosophy behind the IDP program differs so drastically from the traditional

children. Those who are single are still :
working and taking care of house- ;
holds, cookings cleaning, and paying;
the bills. Most IDP studentscommute^ tiohs : for
some up to two hours each way Then appropriate grade pointaverale;
they get. to study! An IDE stude»B:«*
!

;
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expense of a good nights; sleep,'their
.freetime is speRtstud.ylngi''
"
T h ^ ; 3 :
degree 'in.
d
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JAMES SANTA-MO '98

Respondent
The important issue to remember is
that we are all Trinity students. IDP stu-

.jrnculum, it seems only lair to cstabH'^airfsfe «wamd& Howcan two individuals fulfilling different requirements
il's;^
be expected to compete for the same
• other s
lrev;:ffilsirtg't;liin-gl;W^:i
honor?
A traditional undergraduate student
has the advantage of location - running
to the library at any time to pick up a
book, dropping by to see a professor on
the way back from class. The student in
the Individualized Degree Program has
the advantage of "self-paced learning,"of
not facing academic probation if not fulfilling 9 course credits per year, and of
an option of completing their degree in
"conventional college courses or through
independent study units, or through a
combination of these two methods." It
actually be slower in learning some aca- is the difference between a program that
caters to the individual versus the abildemic disciplines.
IDP students should be eligibleforany ity of the student to cater to the estabTrinity awards that the Administration lished curriculum.
and faculty give to any class. A traditional student may consider more than
four years of learning at Trinity to be an
academic luxury but for persons like
myself it is a necessity.
An IDP student may view a prepschool graduate to have an unfair advantage over a regular city public high
school student. Are not many traditional Trinity students in this superior
category? There are many ways of viewing advantages or disadvantages but let
us ALL recall that fairness is many times
mirrored to reflect what we feel is the
type of student we are!

An IDP student may view a prep-schooJ graduate to
have an unfair advantage over a regular city public
high school student. Are not many traditional Trinity
students in this superior category?
dents are basically older and approach
many of life's issues differently. As an IDP
student I feel I DO NOT have any special
advantages over any traditional student.
A fifty year old man (like myself) may

How can a student whose intent is to obtain a liberal
arts education, based on the specific requirements set
forth by the college, be expected to compete on the
same level as an individual whose purpose is to create
their own focus of study to be completed at their own
pace?

However we see this issue now, one
day we will all be Trinity graduates—IDP
and traditional students. Perhaps this is
merely a momentary tempest in a teapot issue when the future is realized!

make one Look ea^ici than the other. It is
to point out the difference in expectations of the students from the moment
they apply to the moment they receive
their degree; the self-motivation required to undertake study in the IDP program asopposed tothe ability to flourish
in a traditional academic setting. If the
philosophy behind each of these programs, as well as the requirements and
expectations on the level of the individual, are so completely different,
shouldn't separate awards be established
that highlight these differences as opposed to calling for competition that
blurs the distinction between the separate purposes of these two programs? .
NOTE: quotes are taken from the description of the Individualized Degree
Program on page 29 of the 1996-97 Trinity College Bulletin.
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SGA Continues Focus On
Student Faculty Interaction
BY SARA MERIN
SGA Reporter

This week's SGA meeting
cook place on Monday, November 4 at 9:15 p.m. in Terrace
Room B. The main focus of the
meeting was student/faculty
interaction. President Dobelle
was in attendance at this meeting and he offered suggestions,
committed his assistance, and
fielded questions on student/
faculty interaction.
After the SGA committee reports were given, Dobelle was
introduced, and discussion began on the topic of student/faculty interaction. Dobelle stated
that his goal for this school year
is to turn his main focus from
Trinity'ssurrounding neighborhood to the community within
thecampus. Hisgoalistoenact
a large change in the area of student/faculty interaction by the
fall of 1997, but the question
that he posed to the SGA was
"how?" The SGA then shared
many of their recent ideas, including student/faculty discussion meals, intermural sports,
and a newly proposed idea by
Darrick Mello '99, dinners with

the staff of a particular department and the majors of that department, with an open
invitation to freshman and
sophomores. Dobelle then suggested that professionals who
have majored in the designated
field should also be at these dinners in order to give students an
idea for postgraduate plans.
After the discussion of SGA
proposed events, Dobelle
brought his own ideas to the
table. He suggested long term
plans such as building smaller
dorms in the future with thirty
to forty rooms and a kitchen,
providing the faculty with opportunities to live on campus,
and possibly dividing the faculty up among the dorms, for
example, Dobelle stated, "ten to
twelve faculty would be assigned to Jackson or North to
talk with students." He offered
another idea for increasing interaction, when he stated, "I'd
like to see a weekly theme with
a movie and a lecture." He then
added that much of the learning experience in college comes
from outside the classroom, and
the students at Trinity are paying for a learning experience.
He feels that it is the college's

obligation to give this to the student body Dobelle also raised
the possibility of making service a larger part of the tenure
qualifications for professors.
Tenure is currently decided on
a combination of scholarship,
teaching, and service.
After the suggestions for increasing student/faculty interaction
were
discussed,
conversation turned to the actual implementation of the
ideas. On the observation that
everyone wants increased interaction, but no one wants to start
it, Dobelle stated that
"Everybody's talking the same
thing, but they're all awkward."
Aaron Jacobs '97 then added
that, "It would be easier for the
faculty to invite the studentsstudents wouldn't feel like they
were brown-nosing." After the
question of who should initiate
the interaction was discussed,
Dobelle stated that there needs
to be effort from both sides, and
he cannot accept faculty cynicism on this issue. On a positive
note, Dobelle added, "People
want to do it, sure there are
some students who don't and
some faculty that are cynical,
but by and large, they want it."
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More Car Break»Sn's On Summit
On Tuesday, November 5, a student reported that he
left his green, 1993 Dodge Spirit on Summit Street near
Connecticut Public Television (CPTV) and Funston Hall
on November 1. When he returned at 10:00 a.m. on the
fifth, he discovered his car was missing. Investigating
officers did not find any broken glass in the area in
which the car was parked indicating the car had been
stolen.
Also, on Wednesday, November 6, a 1995 Jeep
Wrangler convertible was broken into on Summit Street
just south of Funston Hall. The passenger side door,
which was made of a nylon material common to Jeeps,
was bended back in order to gain entry. Several cassette
tapes and compact discs were stolen from the vehicle, as
well as a flashlight.
Campus Safety assures students that they will be
sending out special patrols as this area has been attractive
to car thieves for some time now.

Messy Accident At Allen Place
A1990, New York State licensed Suburu station
wagon being driven by Ronaldo Gonzales collided with a
1986 Mercury being driven by a Trinity student in front
of 175 Allen Place, on Friday, November 8 at
approximately 12 midnight. Gonzales claimed that he
could not see the oncoming Mercury due to an excessive
number of vehicles parked on Allen Place. A parked 1980
Pontiac also suffered damage when the Mercury
impacted with the driver's side of Gonzales' car. Both
drivers claimed to be injured, although the nature of
those injuries has not been confirmed.
Although the Hartford Police Department reported
that Gonzales was at fault in this incident, Campus
Safety believes the number of cars illegally parked on
Allen Place also contributed to this accident.

Antics At Wesleyan „

OTHER SCHOOLS
Bates Students Arrested On Frye Street
Two Bates students and two alumni were arrested on October 13, and charged with
refusal to disperse, disorderly conduct, and in one case assault, TheBates Stude/rtreported.
The arrests followed a stepped up presence by the police on Frye Street during the night. •
According to director of security Larry Johnson the trouble started with," students and
alumni who would not get back in their houses on the lawn with open containers."
Reports of crowd size vary widely with the students saying that there were between 50
and 75 people outside, while the police estimate the crowd was as large as 300. The party
was part of the Back to Bates Weekend, a weekend which has traditionally been a problem
for Lewiston Police. The cops had responded to the crowd because of a disturbance call
that they received at 1:14 a.m. Approximately eight police cars responded to the call and
immediately tried to break up the crowd. The four individuals who were arrested failed to
disperse despite countless warnings according to police reports. Students however had a
different interpretation of the events saying that police had not given sufficient warning
before they made their arrests. All four individuals face a maximum fine of $2,000 and up
to a year in jail.

Master Keys Stolen at Mount Holyoke
The master keys to 1837 residence hall were reported stolen on Monday, October 21,
two weeks before a decision was finally made to re-key the dorm by the faculty. " The
lag in the decision [ to re-key] was to investigate in good faith in hope that the keys would
show up," said Michelle Rosen thai, director of Residential Life. It will cost approximately
$5000 to re-key the dorms, a cost that will be charged to the B&G residence hall
maintenance budget. Since the theft a VCR, clothes, and a wallet have all been stolen from
the dorm. The campus safety office urged anybody who has the keys to drop them in
campus mail to campus safety, but in the meantime students are urged to report any
suspicious people that: they see in the area. In addition the administration urges that all
students engrave their personal belongings so that they can be identified if they are stolen.

Political Activist Sets Herself on Fire
A well-known political activist, Kathy Change, 46 ,set herself on fire and burned to
death in front of the University of Pennsylvania campus library.. According to the
Chronicle for Higher Education Change had frequently visited the campus in an effort to
raise awareness about social causes through talk and dance. Increasingly disenchanted by
the lack of student involvement in social cause Change designed her suicide as a final
effort to bring about greater involvement in her causes. Standing in front of peace-symbol
sculpture, Change doused herself with a flammable liquid, and ignited it according to the
local police. She was immediately transported by ambulance to the university's hospital,
where she was pronounced dead.

d
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Last Saturday, November 9, after the Trinity vs.
Wesleyan varsity football game at Wesleyan, four
Wesleyan students reported witnessing four white, male
Trinity students removing a goal-post pad with a
Wesleyan logo on it from one of their posts. After this,
the Trinity students entered a Nissan Pathfinder and
proceeded back to Hartford. The Wesleyan students
pursued them, but did not attempt to confront them.
Upon arriving on campus, they contacted Campus
Safety and requested an investigation. This case has been
referred to the Dean of Student's office for further
investigation.

Amateur Football Injury
Several students playing a "pick-up" game of football
on the Life Science Center quadrangle ran into some
trouble last Saturday, November 9 when one of the
participants, a Trinity student, slipped on the mud and
scraped his right ankle on the wall lining the area. He
was administered first aid by the Trinity College
Emergency Response Team (TCERT) and subsequently
transported to Hartford Hospital for more attention. His
injury was not reported to be serious.

Bicycle Stripped Down
A bicycle locked in the rack outside of the Life
Science Center was stripped of its wheels and seat when
thieves were unable to wrest it from its lock. The stolen
parts have been valued at approximately $150. Campus
Safety has no suspects at this time.

Beware Construction Area
Campus Safety reports that several vehicles have
been towed away from the construction area on Vernon
Street for blocking the main gateway to the area. "I can
assure that if there is a Trinity registered vehicle in the
way, we will attempt to contact the owner," comments
Charles Morris, Associate Director of Campus Safety.
However, due to time tables and so forth, cars whose
owners cannot be contacted must be towed so that
construction may proceed. Campus Safety recommends
that anyone parking on Vernon Street should try to stay
away from the gates, if possible.
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National Injunction Freezes Family Federal
B Y ELIZABETH PERRY

Managing Editor

The U.S. District Court of Washington,
D.C. issued an injunction on October 25
that prohibits the National Credit Union
Administration from allowing any federally chartered credit unions to take on
new members. This injunction directly
affects the Trinity College community, as
The Family Federal Credit Union, which
has been providing Trinity with services
for many years and recently opened a
branch on campus, is a member of the
National Credit Union Administration.
A law was passed in the 1930's by the
U.S. Congress that established federally
chartered credit unions. Under that law,
credit unions could be established by a
founding institution and the employees
of that founding institution could then
choose to become members of the credit
union.
Until 1982, only employees of the
founding institution could become
members of any given credit union. In
1982, however, a ruling was passed allowing credit unions to establish relationships with institutions other than the
ones that founded them. Employees of
these new affiliates could also become
"select members" of the credit union.
The Family Federal Credit Union was
founded by St. Francis Hospital and has
since established a relationship with
Trinity that allows the Trinity community to become select members.
The National Banking Trade Association brought a law suit before the U.S.
District Court claiming that the 1982
ruling that allowed credit unions to expand their membership went against the
original law passed in the 1930's estab-

The Family Federal Credit Union, cannot accept any new members
due to a national court injunction.

lishing the National Credit Union Administration. The cour t ruled in favor of
the banks on October 25 when they
passed the current injunction.
The Family Federal Credit Union, in

News Writer

The,Connecticut Public Interest Research Group's (ConnPIRG) Student
Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness kicked off this semester
with an extremely strong"Miss-A-Meal"
activity during which 405 students
pledged to miss a lunch with the money
benefitting the Salvation Army Marshall
House. According to the group, this
event, which raised over $800, also reflected the commitment of the Trinity
College community to end hunger and
homelessness locally.
ConnPIRG also organized a "Trick-orTreat" for canned food on Halloween.
Twenty-five volunteers from Trinity Col-

a letter written to the Trinity Community, commented that, "The banking
trade associations have challenged these
expansions in court rather than offering
competitive rates and fees, allowing consumers to make informed decisions

ConnPIRG's Hunger and Homelessness
Campaign, and the Fight Hunger Coalition, which includes such campus
groups as the Student Government Association (SGA), the Pan African Alliance, La Voz Latina, Community
Outreach, Faculty/Administration, and
the Office of Residential Life (ORL).
; Hunger and Homelessness Week was
designed to educate people about the
causes and possible solutions on the local, national, and international levels. At
Trinity, ConnPIRG will attempt to tackle
these issues through programs which
will not be confined to campus. The
group plans on involving the greater
Hartford Community as much as possible. "Hunger week was scheduled to
help the poor in a way that individual
efforts cannot match," said Mike

"Hunger week was scheduled to help the poor in a way
that individual efforts cannot match."
- Mike Reynolds '99
lege went into the surrounding communities and collected nearly one ton of
nonperishable foods for FoodShare, a local'relief program. Three area high
schools also organized around the same
event. The group took this as a cue that
the youth of Hartford want to make a
difference as well.
The efforts of the "Hunger and
Homelessness Campaign" will continue
with the National Hunger and
Homelessness Week (November 17
through 23). This will be the eighth time
Trinity has been host to some form of
awareness activity during Hunger and
Homelessness Week. Sponsored nationwide by the "National Campaign
Against Hunger" this event will take
place at over 600 college campuses. At
Trinity the event is cosponsored by

about where the choose to conduct their
financial business." Gary Reger, a Professor of History at Trinity, has been a member of the Family Federal Credit Union
since 1989. "[This law suit is a] ploy by

"[This law suit] is a ploy by the banks to win in courts,
customers they can not win otherwise....Banks don't give
a damn about their customers."
- Gary Reger, Professor of History

Hunger And Homeless
Week Plans Unveiled
B Y KATHY PIERRE

ALEXCUKOR

Reynolds'99.
Program volunteers stress how easy
this program is to get involved with.
"The student Hunger and Homelessness
Week does not take.a lot of extra time or
money; just the desire to help," said Sarah Burbank '99. ConnPIRG has been
trying to encourage other campus
groups to co-sponsor events surrounding
the anticipated week.
Some of the featured events will be a
film night dealing with related issues, a
survey addressing the issue of wasted
food, a banquet, a sleep-out, and a talent
show. Other events may be scheduled as
the week progresses.
The Trinity College chapter of
ConnPIRG works out of the Community
Outreach office in the basement of
Mather Hall.

the banks to win in courts, customers
they can not win otherwise," he said.
Reger joined the credit union because
he believed it co be friendlier and more
embedded in the community than
banks tend to be. "Basically, banks don't

give a damn about their customers," he
commented.
Currently, this injunction prohibits
credit unions from taking on any new
members. Current members can continue to use the new branch at 66 Vernon Street to conduct business with the
credit union.
This may not last, however, as the
banks have filed a motion to revoke all
existing credit union memberships in
addition to preventing new members
from joining. A hearing will be held for
this motion on December 4. The same
judge who passed the October 25 injunction will make the decision on December 4. If another injunction is passed,
the Family Federal Credit Union will
have todiscontinueall current memberships, including those members of the
Trinity community that are now using
their services. This will affect a significant number of people at Trinity, as
many professors and buildings and
grounds workers are members of the
credit union. In addition, the union did
a big drive on campus last year to attract
new student members and were fairly
successful in gathering new customers.
Again, Reger is angered by the court's
decision because he feels the credit union
has served him better than any bank
could. He commented that it will "be a
disaster" if the court decides against the
credit unions on December 4.
The Family Federal Credit Union
wrote in the letter that it is "considering
seeking legislative action andjs reviewing current regulations to determine
ways to lessen the impact of this injunction."
The credit union will continue to update the Trinity community on this situation.

THE # 3 LAW
SCHOOL IN THE
COUNTRY
FOR STUDENT
SATISFACTION
Western New England
College School of Law
was.ranked #3 for student
satisfaction according to
the latest National Jurist/
Princeton Review survey
of 28,000 law students.
The atmosphere is both
intellectually rigorous
and student-friendly.
The faculty love to
teach and they have
outstanding academic
and professional
credentials. In fact,
the professors were
ranked in the top 25%
for publication volume
in the most recent
Chicago Kent Law
Review faculty
scholarship
survey.

Open House
for Prospective
Law Students
If you're considering
going to law school, you
can find out everything
you need to know about
admissions, financial aid,
legal careers, and our
unique student-centered
programs at our upcoming open house.

Western
New England
College

School of Law
Open House for Prospective Students
Saturday, November 23,1-4 pm
S. Prestley Blake Law Center
1215 Wilbraham Road
Springfield, Massachusetts
For reservations and more information call:

300-782-6665
Visit our Wob Situ at http://www.la\v.wnec.edu
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Election Of 1996 Results
How Did Connecticut Vote?
PRESIDENT
Popular Vote (%)

Candidate

Clinton (D)
Dole (R)
Perot (I)

Popular Vote

53%
36%
11%

Winner

712,603
481,047
137,784

CONGRESS
Candidate

Votes (%)

Candidate

DISTRICT 1
KennellyCD)*
Sleath(R)

Votes (%)
DISTRICT 4

159,312(74%)
53,678(25%)

DISTRICT!
Gejdenson (D) *
114,453(52%)
Munster (R)
100,008 (46%)
DISTRICT 3
DeLauro(D)*
149,212(72%)
Coppola (R)
59,093(28%)

Shays (R) *
Finch (D)

121,658 (61%)
75,181 (38%)

DISTRICT 5
Maloney (D)
Franks (R) *

110,844 (53%)
97,725 (46%)
DISTRICT 6

Johnson (R)
Koskoff (D)

113,020(50%)
111,396(49%)

GOVERNORS
-Darkened states mdvcate

where gubernatorial
elections were held.

Mew Hampshire defeated
Ovide LaMontage to pick
up a state for the
Democrats that was
vacated by a Republican.

-Out of the 11 gubernatorial
elections held, only two
states chose candidates
from a different party than
the incumbent's party.

-In West Virginia, Cecil
Underwood (R) edged out
There was no net gain for either party in governors' seats. C h a r l o t t e P H t t (D) t o p i c k

up a formerly Democratic
state.
• indicates incumbent.
COURTESY: CNN/TIME MAGAZINE.

We're looking
for a new
breed of
technologists.

CIGNA Systems is recruiting people to help connect us to the
21st century. CIGNA Systems is part of CIGNA - a leading
provider of insurance and related financial services. We operate
and maintain the technological infrastructure that supports
CIGNA's eight businesses and three staff divisions worldwide.
CIGNA Systems is looking for business technologists who have
a passion for.client/server applications, telecommunications,
LANs and WANs. We seek professionals who understand that
it's these technologies that support business today and in the
21st century.
The opportunities are limitless.

On campus:
Date:
Time:
Location:

November 19, 1996
7:00 -8:00 p.m.
Rittenberg Lounge
(2nd Floor of Mather Hall)

CIGNA
A Business of Caring.
Internet Address: •' ' v
http://www.cigna.com

We're tin ei/unl opportunity employer. M/lf/l)/V. '..
'
"CKtKA" refers URCHINA Corporation iiiul/dr one or more of its
subsidiaries. Most, eiiiployi'c'fi are emplqyetj'In • siiTisirfitirjes of
CHINA Corporation; ivlikli proykie imumiiceiitiii
'reliiitil products.
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Dobelle Sets Lofty Goals For Future Of College
continued from page one
Dobelle countered by pointing out that
if we appeal to the lowest common denominator that is what we will get. He
felt that if students had dorms that they
could be proud of the problem of vandalism would be less rampant.
On the issue of drinking Dobelle
stressed his belief that prohibition
doesn't work, but he also pointed out that
he was bound by a law that made it ille-

library most students felt that it was pened yet." One proposal to rectify this
more of a social place than a place to situation is the creation of a dining hall
study. "There are only one or two places in Smith House which will serve as a
in the whole library were one can sit and place for students and faculty to get to
study. Otherwise it is just too loud.. The know each other.
library is basically a social center now,"
Though this is indeed a'problem,
said Jen Dare '98. One idea to possibly Dobelle felt that it is a manifestation of a
rectify this situation was having a social larger problem within the Trinity complace in the library were one could go to munity. "I don't feel that there is a place
talk and ge t a cup of coffee.
on campus where people can really get
One idea that did not get a lot of sup- together to talk. We need more benches,

"I still feel that students are not getting their moneys
worth. We don't have that competitive edge which makes
us stand out among other colleges. I want to make Trinity
a unique freestanding institution, and I am willing to
make any change to see it gets there. We should be striving
for perfection."
-President Dobelle
gal for people under 21 to drink. "I think
that they should issue drinking licenses
to people when they turn 18.1 realize that
legislative action would be needed but 1
think it would be worth it. It is ridiculous that you can fight in the army, and
vote, but you can't have a beer," Dobelle
said. When asked whether he had proposed this idea to other College presidents, Dobelle said that he had, but that
many were afraid of losing federal grants
so nothing had really come of it.
Throughout, Dobelle stressed that underage drinking is not the real problem.
"It is really a question of learning to
drink responsibly. If someone is caught
drinking at Trinity there is one penalty,
but if they get drunk and assault somebody there is another punishment all
together. We should make the individuals responsible for their own actions."
Though as President of the College
Dobelle said that he couldn't condone
underage drinking, he did say that he
would much rather see people drtote'Qtt
campus were there was some control. "I
am more scared of kids going off to
Gotham gettingdrunk and then driving
home, than 1 am of anything that could

port was Dobelle's proposal to keep the
library open 24 hours a day. Most of the
students felt that this idea would have
little effect on their overall study habits.
"Before your worry about keeping the library open 24 hours the smaller things
have to be addressed such as poor lighting and too much noise," as one freshman stated.
Another problem that the students
raised revolved around the lack of diverse social life here on campus and in
the neighborhood. In response to this
Dobelle pointed out that there is an ongoing effort to establish things like a coffee house right off campus on Zion Street.
Though Dobelle felt that this effort
would not bear fruit for at least another
two years he did say other things are being done to make Trinity a more socially
diverse environment.
Students also expressed concern over
the [act that Trinity was becoming.i suitcase school with many students leavjjig
0«Wfte'W<!telRetid "Bythe tiine^eoplfe sre.
juniors and seniors they have done all the
parties and things are boring. Sometimes
going off campus is the best option."
Though Dobelle said this was a concern,

and something like a fountain which
would serve as a social gathering place."
Though these changescould all occur
Dobelle stressed the need for a master
plan in order so that all the ideas will
work together. "Previously everything
was just done wily-nilly, but now we are
beginning to plan. Before we would decide we needed a dorm and put it anywhere, but now we plan these things out
beforehand."

Political Pundits Posturing?

JACOBS. /VSELL

ft*,*.

McKee, Jr. discuss Election Day happenings at the
"Election Watch" last Tuesday evening.

"There are only one or two places in the whole library
were one can sit and study. Otherwise it is just too loud.
The library is basically a social center now." -jen Dare
'98
happen here on campus."
Further complicating the drinking
problem on campus is the fact that it is
not a problem that is unique to Trinity.
"All colleges face this problem. I grew up
around Williams, and they have a worse
problem than we do here at Trinity, and
last year Duke had to shut down the
campus for a day because of the problems associated with drinking," Dobelle
said. Because of the universality of the
problem Dobelle emphasized that one
college alone can't do anything.
Students also brought up the bureaucracy which has seemed to overrun the
• school. Using the recent controversy involving ORL the students said that they
felt that the problem with the program
lay in the excessive bureaucracy that
RA's had to deal with. "If. an RA has a
good idea first he has to get written authorization from three different sources
before they can even think about putting
it into action," said Terry Rifkin '99.
Dobelle agreed with the overall assessment of the students. "Internal bureaucracy has taken over the school. I am not
sure to what end, but the college must
start to allow for self determination. We
have to make individuals ultimately responsible," Dobelle concluded.
Following this portion of the discussion the focused changed, and Mullen
began asking the students about certain
issues here on campus. Focusing his
questions mainly on issues pertaining to
the library, Ferris, and the social lite,
Mullen and Dobelle solicited the students for advice. When asked about the

he felt that if the reason behind it was
simply boring there was little the school
could do.
The last big issue that was addressed
was the lack of interaction between the
students and faculty, a problem which
Dobelle likened to an eighth grade
dance. "It seems that both sides are on
opposite sides of the room, and they just
don't know how to proceed, or how to
take the first step. I think that there is a
genuine desire on both sides to become
better acquainted but it just hasn't hap-

BOOK NOW
FORTHE

HOLIDAYS!
Paris
London
Brussels
Madrid
Rome

$180
$183
$215
$259
1275

FARES AP£ EACH WAY FROM NEW YCMK BASED CU A ROUNOTHP
PURCHASE FABES DO NOT INCLUDE IEDERAI TAXES CM PFC5
IOTAUING S3 ANO $ 4 5 , DEPENDING ON DESTINATION OFL DEPARTUBE CHABGE5 PAID DRECUV TO FOMICN GOTEWMNTS.

CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!

[Travel

THE CLASSIC LOVE STORY OF OUR TIME

$16 STUDENT TICKETS
Available for all performances Dec. 12-22 only, except Sat. eves. Must

present valid ID at box office at time of pick-up.
Balcony seating. Subject to availability & prior sale.

320 ELM STREET • NEW HAVEN, CT 06511

CALL(860) 246-6807 or Tete-Ctiargtf (800) 233-3123

203-562-5335

Tickets also on sale at The Bushnell box office.

http;//vmw.ciee.org/travcl.htm

E URAIL PASSE S
ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

Hartford, Connecticut
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Fine Food

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527

Sides & Salads

Pizzas

$ 3.50
Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
Topping ....$1.00 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad
$ 6.00
Greek Salad
$ 6.00
Toppings
Tuna Salad
$ 6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Mushroom
Onions
Tossed Salad
$4.00
Broccoli
Ham
Pepperoni
Sausage
Subs & Grinders
Anchovies
Ricotta
Half
Whole
Bacon
Peppers

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Specialty Pizzas
S
L
Sheet
Red Veggie Design . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.
.
•

White Veggie D e s i g n . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

.jFras/i tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
' shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred . . . . . . . . $8.50/13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallionstoith a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
..'.•..'•

Hot for the Heart

. . . $8.00712.00../ 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
.
•
• • '•

D e e p S p i n a c h P i e P i z z a . . . . . . . $10.00 / 13.50

BLT
Meatball...
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
rPepperoni
" Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless .'.
Eggplant
Italian..
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal..
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana ..-...Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

2 Large Pizzas

'

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $I5taxincl.
278-4334

j

Gyro

i
I
j

1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

! • mm NM ran n

1I
1

Large Pizza

$8.00 Plenty for two!

Jj

Small Pizza

J

Any Calzone

• Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda. | Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda 1 I
,
Only $10 tax incl.
. g
Only $7 tax incl.
1 ,
278-4334
j I
278-4334
I

Buy Large Pizza

j J

FREE can soda

1 !|
1 1|

With C h e e s e
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE

g g
g |

& Garlic Bread;
with A n y S a l a d

I i[

278-4334,

g g

278-4334

,1

$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

'

.

$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

J
(

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

1 2 Whole Grinders
1

g j1

Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

gj

mm arm mm nm mm am J

Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. -.4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Impressive Talent Displayed In Seasonal Changes
of the piece seemed a bit unsure though,
and although at times it seemed as
Arts Writer
though there was a mocking quality to
it wasn't developed enough in that area.
Last weekend's fall dance concert, Sea- Also, the fact that the music included resonal Changes, brought to the attention corded tap dancing didn't seem to make
of the Trinity community the wealth of a difference to the performer. It wasn't
talent the student body has to offer in used for any purpose, therefore it didn't
terms of dance. That coupled with the leave anything to the imagination. The
dance piece Rains, performed by the whole piece, although well performed,
Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble, needed the extra layer of meaning or
made the whole evening impressive with imagination found in most of the other
its various forms of movements to catch pieces. As it was, it didn't mesh well with
the rest of the evening.
the eye.
BY JAVIER CHACIN

In both halves there was a connection...subtle but still
there. It is a growth towards excellence which began
with the first burst of color and ended in that last
blackout
The first half began with Shaakirrah
Following this came an impressive
Sanders' Short Days: A Tribute, which piece choreographed by Tory Marsh '97.
showed her as a budding conceptualist. 10/21, expertly performed by Amanda
Using the songs of Billie Holiday, she di- Royce '98 and Jeff Foye '97, created a stark
rected and choreographed with her contrast to the peppiness of the previous
group of performers a dance which was piece. What seemed like two lost souls
essentially two pieces with completely looking for something, maybe each other
different feels to them. The first seemed or something greater, eased with an eelike a manic expression of the impact of riness through the stage. Marsh achieved
music on the soul, propelling a certain language on stage that allowed
Shaakirraah Sanders '97, like a force of for what happened. The vision became
nature, into a solo which stretched the a unique one, and created a most interlength of the stage. Then as the second esting dance piece.
half engulfed the dancing space, with
Then came an interpretation of an
the company of dancers all swaying in Alanis Morissette song, Untitled, perplace and falling to the ground, Sanders, formed by Allison Fredette '00. Yet again,
witnessing this, reaches her vision up to as in the tap'dance piece mentioned bethe.sky. Maybe, her looking was for some- fore, this dance left something to be dething that has been lost, lost but not for- sired. The music choice was original
gotten.
mainly since the song chosen did not
This was then followed by a tap include music, but the dance that was
dancer., Sarah Schneck '00. Her creative performed only delved into artificial levtap dance was inspired by Gower els. It was fluid and natural but needed
Champion's choreography for 42nd a reason for being:; a justification. Tjiere
Street. The piece she performed was en- was no message to be conveyed. It stems'
titled Go Into Your Dance ,of the like that though, that with the right encourageis not seen very much these days outside ment, Allison could grow to adapt her
of a Broadway house, but with the suc- fluid dancing style to a more meaningcess of Bring in 'Da Noise, Bring in 'Da „ ful venture.
Funk going strong in New York it might
Matt Glassman performed next to a
be something to look out for. The focus Native American inspired song entitled

New York Style Pizza

"Mahkjchi". He had a purpose during the
piece that seemed to grow from the music. As he paced around a yellow carpet
set up in the middle of the stage, he embodied an urgency to fulfill his task
which grew and grew as the song went
on, and as he finally achieved success the
lights dimmed on a performer firmly
grounded with his head on the floor. This
piece could be the beginning of something very interesting, with the theme
taken in various other directions.
The first part ended with a performance of Sofa, a hunting dance from
Guinea, by the African Dance class. For
something that is an annual event of
sorts, the African Dance presentations
never get tedious. In fact, they are usually an opportunity for some people who
might not be trained dancers to become
emotionally involved with the art form.
There is a real sort of energy apparent in
the participants. And with this the rousing closer of the first half it created a
heightened excitement on what was to
come.
The highlight of the whole evening,
the opportunity to see the Judy Dworin
Performance Ensemble perform Rains in
its entirety here at Trinity College, came
as the second half. The center piece of

The first piece, Showers, is a descriptive dance of pure innocence. The whole
ensemble, dressed in white, envelope
themselves in the rain, feeling joy at every touch. As the word "curse" echoes
through the theater, Rozmarin, singing
a native song from Eastern Europe,
comes out and makes the whole experience more personal.
At once the umbrellas are opened and
the second part, Stonn^begins. The umbrellas represent protection to most
members of the ensemble, clad in black,
who move in a stylistically menacing
way. The two left over, still in white, play
with the umbrellas, in the umbrellas and
sustain that joy of the first piece. But this
time there is a layer of ignorance of what
the rains are...poison. The third piece, the
most disturbing of the three, begins after the word miscarriage is heard overhead. It is a study in pure desperation, as
the ensemble slowly die while some run
to find a solution. As they all lie down
Rozmarin comes to sing one last song,
this time with their hands link, representing a source of strength.
The whole ensemble performed the
pieces beautifully, and the lighting, designed by blu, resonated here more than
in the pieces in the first half of the

The African Dance presentations never get tedious.
In fact, they are usually an opportunity for some people
who might not be trained dancers to become
emotionally involved with the art form.
this trilogy of dance pieces commemo- evening. The first half burst with colors
rating the tenth anniversary of through every individual performance,
Chernobyl was performed here last year while for Rains plain white lights and
on three different occasions. Now with shadows were used to create a more stark
two companion pieces and the singing mood In both cases blu's talent for nugroup Rojmarm added tb^e whole effect ance. and.4.et«ul was visible.
is more powerful.
In* b'o'tn halves there was a
Using the voice of a mother who had connection...subtle but still there. It is a
experienced the contamination of the growth towards excellence which began
soil and vegetation in Bulgaria in the few with the first burst of color and ended
days after Chernobyl as inspiration, the in that last blackout. There is a lot of poensemble has created three inspired tential out there and it's nice to see it depieces using rain as their focus.
veloping as it grows.

FR€€D€1IV€RY
City fees Specials for Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)

• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter soda
ujith any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter soda • only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free cans of soda
ujith any medium pizzo order
© Buy a large pizza ujith one topping and get a second
large pizza for 1/2 price
• • 16" giant grinder, 1 bag of chips, 1 can of soda • only $ 7.50

498b formington Avenue

Hartford* 236-2616
|^n-U^11om-11^j
Sun 1pm-10pm
€RT IN OB TflK€ OUT
(diagonally across from the CoolMoose)

Specializing In
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STOMP Busts A Rhythm All Over The Place
it, smacking it, and brushing it to create
various sounds. With his fast twitches
Arts Editor
and skillful coordination, his sounds begin to create a rhythm and a beat.
Can music only be created and perSlowly, other performers dressed in
fected with instruments? A performance skimpy tanks and shirts, jeans or overrequires dialogue and drama to intrigue alls and boots covered with paint and
an audience, right? Wrong on both dust move on to stage and join the solicounts. STOMP combines music, dance, tary man in his quest for finding a new
theater, choreography, drama and com- rhythm. Sweeping and banging their
edy using a cast of eight performers and paths across the stage, the eight men and
everyday objects in the most unique women created music and dance in a simanners and movements.
lent unison. Ultimately, there is this unOn November 1, 2 and 3, the touring believable musical and dance routine
production of STOMP, which includes that audience members watch in awe
Michael Bove, Ivan Delaforce, Coralissa and fascination.
Gines, Chad Kukahiko, Mignon A. MaFollowing the little experiment with
son, Jason Mills, Raymond Poitier, the brooms and the floor, a few of the
Danielle Reddick, Matt Scanlon, Marcia performers show off to the crowd and
Thompson and Mario Torres, arrived at entice us to join in the fun. The leader of
the Meadows Music Theatre in Hartford the group moves to the front center of the
to perform its riveting percussion, move- stage and claps his hands to his own intheir drumsticks and hands to create music from water buckets and oil drums
ment and visual comedy before an ex- ner beat.
pectant and enthusiastic audience.
Encouraging the audience, he finds a five of the performers play with match- was the one in which the performers
STOMP was created byLukeCresswell beat that we can master and teaches us boxes and cigarette boxes. Their primary beat oil drums with wet socks, clanged
and Steve McNicholas who have been to clap like him. After a few mistakes disinterest leads to some tapping, smack- various hollow plastic and metal concollaborating together for the last ten and some disappointed looks from the ing and beating of the little boxes. Again, tainers'on a fence, drummed and clashed
years. Both men originally performed on leader, the audience has a general idea of they have created a nifty beat and feed- silver garbage cans and their lids and
the streets of England. They participated the clapping beat and when he requests ing off of each other, they rattle their stomped with oil drums fastened to their
in an ancient English tradition of it, we clap with him. We, too, become boxes with fast hand and wrist move- feet. These various parts, while amusing
busking which is similar to the idea of STOMP participants for a moment and ments in another friendly competition. for the audience, were grueling on the
stomping. Uniting movement and mu- then we are jolted back to reality when Later on in the dark, they try playing performers. During this time, they
sic, the two modified and modernized his fellow performers join him in his with their metal cigarette lighters which danced across the entire, stage and
moved with amazing fluidity in a seembusking to create their theatrical pro- clapping frenzy. Their excited frenzy to creates a cool snapping echo.
create another rhythm leads to some hiduction.
One of the wildest scenes occurred ingly chaotic atmosphere.
In 1991, Cresswell and McNicholas larious competition and showing off when four of the performers stroll out
STOMP is a one-of-a-kind theatrical
began producing, financing and direct- of talents in musical and physical dex- while they carry kitchen sinks. All four experience that engages the audience
ing STOMP Since then, STOMP has won terity.
move to the front and use drumsticks to with its transformation of common
countless accolades and awards for its
While they are still preoccupied with play the sinks full of water and dishes. noises to musical rhythms and beats. It
innovativeness and theatrical appeal to clapping their hands, stomachs, but- With soapy water flying everywhere, is a percussive extravaganza that ignites
audiences. In addition, the cast members tocks, thighs, and feet and dancing to the these guys fascinate the audience with the imagination of anyone and everyone.
of STOMPhave performed for numerous beat, one of the cast members grabs a their neverending rhythmic creations. After seeing this show, you will begin
television programs and some movies. bucket of sand and throws it on the stage. Their clicking and clacking of the pots, experimenting and creating your own
Now on tour throughout the world, Suddenly, the ensemble of versatile per- pans and cups in and out of the water noise with every available item within
formers jumps back and forth in the never has sounded better. They ended your sight.
:
segment wiffil6^Ku1f(b'?by'bfJeii-ir ' When USA'Today noted, "STOMP"•QcnBr. 'TleWtibn' between their soles• this
and the sand in addi don to the quickness ing the sinks' drains so that the water finds beautiful noises in the strangest
the "assumed impossible."
The show begins with a solitary man of their movements creates another poured out into pails. Well, no one can places," it was not joking. If STOMP will
sweeping on stage. In an attempt to ex- gritty and physically exhaustive rhyth- say that they played everything but the be showing anywhere nearby, don't hesikitchen sink now.
cite his dull chore, the man begins play- mic piece.
tate to 'snatch some tickets. You really
After sweeping the stage clean, about
ing with the broom, turning it, banging
Another one of the "best" segments have to check what the noise is all about.
BY KERRY MCKEVITT
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Unique Latin American Lyric Theatre Of Belfast
Film Festival Continues Stirs Cultural Memories
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

Arts Editor

Since the beginning of the semester,
the faculty from the Spanish and the
Latin American Studies concentrations
have sponsored the Latin American Film
Festival every Wednesday in the Boyer
Auditorium of the Life Sciences Building at 7:30 pm. Before each film which is
spoken in Spanish but includes English
subtitles, a guest speaker from the undergraduate student population, the
Trinity College faculty, or a visiting guest
speaker introduces the background and
history of the director and the movie
plot.
The free movies are from various Latin
American and European countries such
as Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba,
France, Germany, and Spain. Both early
and modern films from the years 1928 to
1995 are presented. In addition, these
movies are from distinct genres whichr
have surrealist and realist characteristics.
Both Dr. Gustavo Remedi, an Assistant
Professor of Modern Languages and Literature and Carlos Lechner, a Graduate
Fellow in Spanish, agree that the movies
are "ways to learn about problems that
concern sexuality, identity, nationality,
gender and history."
The invited speakers whose purposes
are ones "to introduce and to discuss
about the [movie's] various themes" offer different and distinctive voices, opinions and perspectives on these themes.
These speakers represent numerous New
England schools such as Yale University,
Smith College, Mount Hoi yoke College,
Columbia University and Trinity,Col-,
members come from many backgrounds
and countries like Puerto Rico, Colombia and Cuba among others and share

their knowledge during the discussions
following the movies. Consisting of students, Hartford residents, Trinity College
faculty and other groups, the audience
"creates a cosmopolitan and multinational ambience," noted Lechner. Because there are no other opportunities to
see these movies in the region, members
of the community and the universities
flock to these showcases.
According to Professor Remedi, professors from Latin American Studies,
Women's Studies and the History Department invite and require students to
attend the movies. Students and professors travel from surrounding schools like
University of Hartford and Central Connecticut State Universityjust to view the
films.
For the remainder of the semester, four
more Wednesday evenings will be highlighted by the Latin American Film Festival, The 1978 film, Los sobrevivtentes,
which explores the Cuban aristocratic
class values and history, will be shown
on November 13. The following week,
Tiempo de revancha, a 1982 social and
political thriller focusing on a laborer's
scheme to seek revenge on his corrupt
employers, can be seen. Bye, Bye Brazil
is a film that introduces the clash between the tradition and the modernization of Brazil's villages and cities as well
as Amazonian parts. It is scheduled for
December 4: The final films of the semester will occur on December 11. These
trilogical films, Un chien andalou.L'age
d'or, and Tierra sin pan , are European
masterpieces from Luis Bufiuel who, as
Lechner pointed out, "shocked audiences
because his movies are so powerful, so
provocative,"
Before it is too late, check opx. the Ljjj.jri
to find anywhere
else, and each one is unique and thoughtprovoking. Don't miss out on these rare
opportunities.

In Philadelphia, Here I Come! by Brian Friel, the private Gar JILL JENNINGS
O'DonnelURuairi Conaghn) and the public Gar O'DonnelKPeter O'Meara)
•m^mm^^mrik^'0^ifiiB(MtdStatesandfa
yearning for family
T and life in Ballybe-g, Ireland. The Lyric Theatre of Belfast, which is
concluding its American tour, will perform their drama at Goodwin Theater
in the Austin Arts Center on Tuesday, November 12, at 8 pm.

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an
AT&T Universal MasterCard*. Like an AT&T True Rewards®
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"8 Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.
• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO® makes your third movie
free, when you rent two!
• Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off.
But True Rewards is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:

Scnice

PSKI Universal
MasterCard.

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards® Program, call

1800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice
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When Autumn Boredom Strikes
BY T.K. MACKAY
Features Writer

As the weather continues to make its
descendance into the seemingly endless
season of "Winter, it is not uncommon
that the student body makes a similar
emotional descent. Waking up at 4:00
on Sunday afternoon no longer promises
a warm breeze and frisbee on the quad.
It's not as easy to motivate yourself to
lace up your sneaks and make the
Fairfield loop as it was 30 degrees ago.
Runny noses and fleeces are going to
come hand-in hand with some serious
boredom during the next two weeks, I
can assure you.
Being a slacker myself, I can completely sympathize with, the slowly
growing numbers of Trinity campers
slipping into the realm of tiredness, boredom, and lack of motivation. No, it's not
your fault. It's the weather's. It's your
roommate's. It's the fact that your CD
player has been skipping for the past 25
minutes, and you are lying in your bed
on the verge of slipping into a coma, not
giving a damn. It's the fact that you've
re-read this paragraph for the 4th time,
and you still don't know what it means.
I'm right there with you, man. Bored
with work, classes, your friends, T.V.,
drinking, sex?(Yeah, I mean really bored)
Fret not. Here's a chronology of "Average
student guy's" daily events. It should
make you feel a little better about your-

self and give you some hints as to what
to avoid as not to turn into a sloth.
"Average student guy" Is 20 years old.
He's relatively intelligent, but lacks the
motivation to do anything. Today he
woke up to a 9:30 am alarm, which he
promptly subdued with a smack to the
snooze button. The next thing he knows,
2:00 pm has rolled around, and he has
missed all three of his classes for Tuesday, Nov. 12. He rubs the top of his head,
feeling how greasy his hair is, and hops
down from his bed. Tasting the grime

Back in the room, he finds it necessary songs, and completely forgotten both
to check his e-mail 10 times in a row, what he'd heard and read, he decides to
along with changing the "external greet- put that one away for later, too.
Insisting on being constructive, "avering" on the phone over and over until he's
satisfied with how his voice sounds. age student guy" proceeds to clean up the
Pleased with his vocal presentation, he beer bottles from around his trash along
puts the phone down and pulls out his with the floor, his bed, the desk, and
biology book. Forgetting the reading due pretty much everywhere else.
that day, he decides to do some "catchFinding it amusing that he has a
ing up." After paging back to the first plethora of distinguished bottle caps, he
chapter, he finds that 200 pages is a little calls his buddy down the hall to borrow
much for that afternoon and sets the some nails. Dinner time has come, and
book aside. He checks his e-mail again, "Average student guy" has finished nailing over 40 bottle caps into his wall,
spelling out a huge four-letter word,
which he proudly displays to his comWaking up at 4:00 on Sunday afternoon no longer
rades.
promises a warm breeze and frisbee on the quad.
Another steak and cheese is in order
for supper along with a Seinfeld re-run.
in his mouth, he considers brushing, but just to be sure, and pops in Top Gun at Falling asleep on the couch, he dreams
of the schoolwork he has neglected, and
assumes that he'll be in the Cave-in 10 full volume.
minutes anyway, so why bother? He
"No, no. Below the hard deck does not his guilty conscience awakens him in a
cold sweat. Running back to his dorm,
pulls on his squishy pants and grabs his count..."
ID off the floor.
"Hard-deck my ass, we nailed that he maps out his night, once again hoping for a surge of studious energy to
"Steak and Cheese and fries, please." He S.O.B."
coarse through his veins.
plops down into the couch in front of the
"You guys really are cowboys..."
tube and piles high the ketchup, think"What's your problem, Kizanski?"
It is hopeless, though, as nothing but
ing about the classes he's missed. After
Reciting the movie line for line at the arranging CD's and surfing the web will
an hour of MTV passes, he goes to his top of his lungs only leads to a knock on fill his evening. "Average student guy"
mailbox, finding nothing but a Mosaic the door by his neighbor telling him to has fallen prey to boredom. He's been a
and a phone-bill. Back to his room he shut up, so he grabs one of many unread slacker for a full 24 hours so far, and is
walks, carefully planning all the work history texts.
headed that way for a good week or so.
he'll get done when he gets there. Little
Determined to read, "average student We're all like him at one time or another.
does he know, as a result of oversleeping, guy" sits at his desk and concentrates It's completely natural that we get tired,
the quickly-approaching dusk, and a with some smooth Jerry Garcia on the energy-drained, and down on life somevast collection of videos, he will soon be CD player. Having read 5 pages in 30 times. But, buck-up campers. Vacation's
swept into "slacker mode."
minutes, skipped through 4 CD's of on its merry way.
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Ask Dr. Chang

Mistress Callisto
knows alL*
Maybe she can help
YOUL.Hmm,
then again, maybe not
Scomo

j*>

OCT25-NOV2I
You had a big weekend! You were out
and about and very sensual. Rumor
has it that you have a steady stream of
admirers in your wake. What to do
about all this newfound attention? It's
your choice, either revel in it or lie low
and wait to make your next big public
appearance.

SAGITTARIUS

^

TAURUS

-

•S)

APR 2O - MAY 20

Don't doubt the powers of Mistress
Callisto! You've got to start putting
your faith in something, for God's sake.
Some people are finding your too-cool
exterior tough to deal with. Let your
guard down and some interesting
people into your life. There are more
of them out there than you think. Feeling frustrated and busy? Empathize
with someone who is experiencing the
same.

GEMINI

NOV22-DE.C2I
This past week saw many journeys
for Sagittarians. Whether or not your
travels were in the physical world or
your highly active imagination,
chances are you've learned something
interesting about yourself. Now that
you've returned, it may be time to put
that new knowledge into action.
Sagittarians are rarely in one place for
an extended period of time. Make the
most of it.

MAY 21 -XIN20
Since when do you have all the answers? Many people have lived a
happy life without your input and insights. Seriously, though, every person
is unique and can't live according to
your values. Word has it that you've
been dissing on Mistress Callisto so
here's your horoscope for the week:
You will get laid! A lot! There! Are
you happy now??? Two can play at
your game.

CAFRICORN
DE.C22-JAN \.9

CANCER

Where are you? You've been missing m action lately Will it really make

m

What stories are you going to tell your
children about the "good old days"?
That you spent them in front of a computer? It's not too late to wake up your
roommate with a little squeaking in
the bunk!

AQUARIUS

«;

^ JAN20-TE.& I.
A little bird told Mistress Callisto
that you have a mission to achieve before Thanksgiving. And observing
your recent love history, it doesn't take
too long to figure out what it is. 1 have
a strong vibe about you and some
sexual chocolate. Now start doing it
outside of the classroom. Be careful,
chocolate melts so you'd better act fast.
Something that tastes that good would
be fun to hold on to.

PACE 15

Have you u>st touch with reality
That little scaie you had last wej]j.end
t that a riot? Yeah, not
really, I know, But now you're feeling
back on track and ready to take the
campus by storm! Go ahead and walk
like a duck, go out late at night, or just
pretend to be a monkey! Mistress Callisto has noticed a prominent animal
theme in your life. Go ahead and act
like one! Roar! Was that a roar I just
heard from your bedroom?

I.D.'s from flooding into the system.
Secondly, on small college campuses
like this one, word of illegal improprieties of any sort spread too quickly for
long-term usage of a fake LD. board.
Dr. Chang, I want to thank-you for
writing this column every week. I
read it religiously and find your comments both knowledgable and inA couple of days ago a longtime ac- sightful. I have a serious question to
quaintance of mine offered me a busi- ask you this week: I have recently
ness deal. He asked me if I wanted to starting dating someone and I love her
buy afake LD. board, and made the of- a lot. Last week she confronted me
fer very sweet. I was practically as- about my inability to satisfy her in
sured of making a lot of money — I bed. I don't know how to say this tactdidn't buy the LD. board, but instead fully, but our love-making usually
bought an LD. from him. Did I make lasts 2 to 5 minutes. What am I doing
wrong? -X,VernonSt
"
the right choice?-D, Summit St.
First off, I can not condone fake ID.
Let me just say thank-you for your

Many would-be producers of fake LD.'s are
immediately turned off by the consequences of expulsion
or the risk of imprisonment—which might be the
reasons in your case.
boards or fake I.D.'s. If you did not know generous accolades. With that said, let
this by now, the possession of articles me also reassure you that your probused in the production of false state or lem is common and with the right
federal documents and/or the use of counseling, easily remedied. If I am
false state or federal documents is a reading into your problem, correctly,
felony and punishable by imprison- what you define as loving making is
ment (depending on the budget of your the single act of sexual intercourse.
The purpose of love making is:,t^ie:
legal staff, of course).
;: : .
Many would-be producers of fake sharing of intimate pleasures ' that Js' .'•
LD.'s are immediately turned off by the • unique and different for anycouple;':1 ~
consequences of expulsion or the risk •". would: recommend,a .book that;ex-:
of imprisonment—which: might be the plains the art oflove in greater detail,"
Loving One's Partner by the well-rereasons in your case.
:
The economic principles behind the nowned ;. gynecologist August
owning of a fake LD. board is well- Eugiente In this book, he emphasizes
founded and somewhat logical. The de- the needforcommunication during

:persibee.a;Use;of;the>;

^\^ito^p^nifkiiQp^i:%^&f7^%i^\.

drinkers. For the suppliers, they grow •
fewer and far between as states begin
to modernize and make; their l.D.'s
tamper-proof. With the;limited...'..
amount of suppliersi and: their virtual
monopoly on the market, they are able
to charge a price; well above the cost of

LELO
2.5-AUG22
Two words for you Leo: Boring weekend. Why is this? Who's to say you
can't be the life of the party? Next time
throw your own party. It MIGHT be
fun and your friends MIGHT actually
come! By the way, it's about time to
make things more exciting in your love
life. It's not going to fall into your lap,
you know. Invite that special someone
over for a bottle of wine - hey,
know!

PISCES

ViRGO

7 wouldrecpmmeHd a booty that
low.'ingreater ^
fcrenolune^

bojrd T;his;pe'r^oM

•'**

LlbRA
J
MAR2I -APR 1? r
Is "Dazed and Confused" the movie
you live your life by? Don't fret, now's
the perfect time to make a move on a
certain interest who may be going
abroad soon. There are many people
who love you out there. Stop analyzing
everything and follow your heart. Your
happiness may be much easier to find
than you expected.

j^

SEJT25-OCT22

You've been working hard and gotten no rewards either academically or
socially. The semester could finish out
well if you stop worrying. Stop talking in your sleep and actually put
someone in your bed to talk to (not one
of your roommates this time). Try rewarding yourself with an antidote. I.eif you get a bad grade, don't study more!

expl0iffsf:

materials
^y^idi^S^fprVihstar^

FE.5 19- MAR 20

its AUG25-SEPT22
Mistress Callisto has noticed a large
So there's a new love interest in your
life, huh? And the question is what to metal object protruding from your
do about it? My guess is to break out nether regions. That's right - get that
of that shell you've been hiding be- pole out of your ass! Everyone loves
hind and get silly. Those crazy kids you - we know that because you keep
frolicking in the rain Friday night telling us. We know that you have a
could teach you a thing or two. You've better side and we miss it. A lot. In fact,
gotten the initial attention already so you've become unbearable lately. It's
now's the time to secure it with your not too late to make a turnaround for
-the rest of the semester. In fact, I adstunning charm.
vise it highly.

partfi£f if 'ffiey•aie-saSisfiedorif they
,-ngecl-more attention-; This would be a
goojl first step for understanding the •
pleasures of your partner. , : ::;
Now, to;the more pressing problem
;c>f:-Stamina, :There are medical treaty:
; rrients siich as hprtnpnes and apparaj-;
tus'such as pumps.'I would shy away;
fromboth until they become the last
solytions. Aradical new treatment iij,
progress^ under the directlpnpf Dx- •
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Comedian Anthony Clark And His Killer Chicken
By ANTHONY LOWENBERG

Features Editor

Last Friday, TCAC sponsored a performance by comedian and actor ("The
Rock," "Boston Common") Anthony
Clark, who gave a terrible performance
in the Washington room, just kidding!
He was so funny that he makes Rob
Schnieder's performance here two years
ago look like Bob Dole did on Letterman.
Clark waseven laughingat his own jokes
on stage: "I'm sorry I'm laughing at my
own jokes, this is the first time I've heard
some of them."

people say we don't suck, c) Trees are
made of wood, and d) Oklahoma, Oklahoma. There I said it twice,"
Well, it's a lot funnier when he tells it
with his slow, good old boy-meets-cynical prep student Virginia drawl.
Afterwards, in the hallway outside,
several students were asking each other
if he was drunk on stage. That gave me
the idea for the first question 1 would ask
him in a very brief interview after the
show:
Clark: No, no, I don't touch any stuff
like that. I've never gone on stage under
the influence of anything.

For over an hour, Clark wriggled, exclaimed, threw
soda water on his face, and told the three-quarters
capacity crowd about his childhood pet cow, which he
tried to feed hamburger.
Tripod: Have you ever watched "Talk
For over an hour, Clark wriggled, exclaimed, threw soda water on his face, Soup?" Any plans of hosting it?
and told the three-quarters capacity
Clark Is that the one with Greg
crowd about his childhood pet cow, Kinear? (wistfully) No, no, not ever.
which he tried to feed hamburger. We
Tripod: What was it like to cut Sean
learned that he loves fried chicken, and Connery's hair in "The Rock?"
what KFC really stands for (Killer
Clark: It was great. It was incredible to
F@#!$® Chicken). His eye for detail gave work with Nicholas Cage and Connery
him the insight to rip on Oklahoma's li- — they're great actors. It was amazing,
cense plates, which read "Oklahoma is like a dream come true. It was a great exOK." Here were the runners-up for the perience. I'd love to do it again sometime.
license's slogan: "a) Oklahoma, the circus
Tripod: What about the recent trend
has been here twice, b) Oklahoma, some of stand-up comedians moving to

Restaurant-OPEMNG IN MANCHESTER
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need to know
Come join the new
Macaroni Grill Team!
OUI tllflfIC)
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SERVICE SUPPORT BARTENDERS
DISHWASHERS OPERA SINGERS
COOKS- B/vf/er, Saute, Pizza, Pantry, Salad & Prep

full i t Start lime flexible Schedules
plus, great pay potential and benefits including:
tuition assistance program, paid vacations,
insurance plan, top company training, growth
potential & excellent working atmosphere!

APPLY IN PERSON

ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Anthony Clark yuks it up last Friday night in the
Washington room
sitcoms? Do you feel comfortable doing way, and now television. I feel very forthis? Do you think this trend will last a tunate that I've never been pigeon-holed
long time?
in any one aspect of the business.
Clark: Yeah, 1 chink it is going to last a
Tripod: Do you have any advice for
long time. It's like, the top shows in Trinity students?
America have stand-up comics in them,
Clark Well, in general, just follow
and as long as that formula works, the what your gut says. The biggest thing in
way Hollywood is, they're going to repli- life to be happy is to get up every morncate it over and over again. Every sitcom ing and do something you love to do. I
on TV. has a stand-up comedy star. You think so many kids listen to what their
name one, and I'll tell you who the stand- parents say is safe, and they major in
up is. Rosanne, Brett Butler, Tim Allen, what they feel is safe and not what they
Seinfeld, Drew Carey, Tom Rhodes, Mar- truly love and believe in, and that's
where a lot of [people] go wrong.
tin Lawrence... It's unreal.
Tripod: So it's a pretty big change from
No matter how much [money] you
make in life, in your occupation, if you
ten years ago?
Clark: Well, I wasn't a big TV. watcher. don't truly love it, it's not going to be a
What I know is that recently, forget it Eun ride.
unless you're a stand-up, because they're
the ones who get the leads.
With a bouquet of flowers in one hand,
Tripod: Do you like acting more than and his baseball cap in the other, Clark
eased himself into his manager's car and
stand-up? Is there one you like better?
Clark They're all hand-in-hand. My sped off down Summit street, probably
gpiijg to get some fried chicken..

:

™

10. Too much exhaust propelled from the tailpipes of
500 Saabs and Explorers starting at once.
9. The Winds of Change were blowing: From now on,
people drinking outside dorms will be carded.
We mean it!
8. New Dorm residents finally cracked open their
heating units and cranked it.
7. A stressed-out and irregular Bob Dole ate too many
prunes'. '
'
[Insert blond joke here.]
Ralph Nader had another speaking engagement at
nearby UCOHN.
Powerful collective sigh from Tripod office.
Possessed man on top of ITT building downtown,
chanting to stunned bean counters: "I am the
Keymaster, are you the Gatekeeper?"*
No, really, Zool sent him.*
The giant, loud, powerful, all-consuming leaf-blower
of life was set to 'high.'
And on the seventh day, Dobelle said, "Let there be
Wind."

Mon-Fri 9am-6pm &
Sat 9am-Noon at:
170 Slater Street in Manchester

*Ghostbusters, duh
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The world's best professional tennis
players compete year-round, in 83 tournaments and 38 countries in order to
qualify for this best-in-the-world finale.
The Phoenix ATP/Tour World Doubles
Championship delivers hard-hitting,
fast-paced action combined with skillful teamwork and rapid fire returns. It's
all the skill and excitement of professional tennis... times two.
Trinity Day is November 17th. PreMatch Brunch at Coach's Sports Bar &
Grille. Shuttle transportation will be
provided. Ticket and brunch information
is available in the special events office
on the 2nd floor of Mather Hall.

For Session Tickets call Ticketmaster at (860) 525-4500 or visit the Hartford Civic
Center Box Office. For Corporate Row Packages call toll-free at 1-888-ATP-DELS.
,
^

The TDD line for the hearing impaired is 1-860-549-7706.
The Accessible Seating Line is 1-860-249-7528.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Around

A round TrimYyspotted a tall, incoherent and, unfortunately, not inconspicuous naked man running through
the halls of Northam Saturday night.
When a group of curious residents
tried to get a closer look at the streaking stud he seemed upset that he was
being made a spectacle of...can you
blame him?! I mean he was, after all,
wearing black socks. Rumor has it that
the gent attended the Kappa formal
that night. Wow, those girls sure know
how to throw a party!

7:30 PM

Los sobrevivientes, a film by Tomas Gutierrez Alea,
examines a bourgeois Cuban family, whose aristocratic
origin and lineage goes back to the times of the Conquest oi America, who locks itself into its mansion
when the Cuban Revolution comes to power to sit out
the bad times and preserve its class values. Part of the
Latin American & Spanish Film Series, all with English
subtitles, the screening is followed by a discussion led
by Trinity College Assistant Professor of Modern Languages Gustavo Remedi. It is held in the Life Sciences
Auditorium.

Thurs, November 14

12:15 PM

The Trinity College Women's Center Lunch Series is
presenting Dr. Renny Fulco, a Senior Lecturer of
Women's Studies. Fulco will lecture on The Virginia
Military Institute Decision and the Future of Single Sex
Education. It will be held in the Women's Centeron the
second floor of Mather.

Thurs, November 14

4:30 PM

The Philosophy Department is presenting a lecture
entitled A Leibnizian Readingof Locke on Liberty by a
guest speaker from McGill University, Jack Davidson.
This presentation will be held in McCook Hall 201.

;Romfe^

Condoms Wanted in
New Dorm
Two girls were wandering the halls
of New Dorm looking for prophylactics. They were giddy in their requests
as they approached males who were
wandering the halls. When AT was approached by these night-walking
nymphos, they revealed that they
needed rubbers for their date with "Mr.
Spanky." Anyone got a number on this
guy? If so, tell him to head on over to
Vernon Street. A couple of girls there
are now properly stocked and prepared for his arrival.

Wondering Why Around
Trinity Sucks This Week?
Well, as some of you campers
might have noticed nothing was going
on this weekend! Why does the weekend after Homecoming always bite the
big one? Did we gorge so shamelessly
on Homecoming that this is our punishment? Is it some cruel trick perpetrated
by Buildings & Grounds to get us off
campus the weekend after so they can
clean up alumni mess? Who knows?
But for all of you frosh out there, get
used to it...it's just as much of a tradition
as Homecoming itself.

8:00 PM

Brian Friel's"Philadelphia, Here I Come" will be performed by the Lyric Theater of Belfast in the Goodwin
Theater. The Lyric Theater has nurtured Northern
Ireland's playwrights through twenty-five years of civil
unrest, often exploring the turbulent politics of recent
times. Now, for the first time since 1976, The Lyric restages Friel's master/work and concludes its first North
American tour with the final engagement in Hartford.
Philadelphia, Here I Come! tells the story of Gar
O'Donnell's emigration from his home in Donegal to
Philadelphia. "There are surprisingly few theatrical occasions which win a permanent place in memory- the
Lyric Theater's revival of Brian Friel's masterpiece is
such one event!" - Belfast Telegraph

Through Sun, December 8
Richard Tuttle, internationally acclaimed artist and
Trinity College alumnus, is featured in this special exhibition of books and prints, that is guest-curated by
Robert Murdock.Tuttle's classmate in the Widener Gallery of Austin Arts Center. The hours for the exhibit
are 12:30 - 5:30 PM on the weekdays and 1:00 - 5:00 PM
on the weekends.

The first exhibition to explore the most ambitious
project of the early career of the great American realist
painter Thomas Eakins (1844-1916) is being shown at
the Yale University Art Gallery, 1111 Chapel Street in
New Haven. Thomas Eakins: The Rowing Pictures
brings together all the artist's extant depictions of oarsmen on the Schuylkill River. For more information, call
(203) 432-0600. The museum and sculpture garden are
open to the public, free of charge, Tuesday through Saturday, 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, and Sunday, 2:00-5:00 PM.
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Through Sun, January 19,1997
The paintings of Pat Brauer and Jeffrey Galinson, on
display in The Bushnell's Promenade Gallery, confidently illustrate this feature of artmaking, and persuade
the viewer that looking at ordinary objects can produce
no ordinary effect, when it has been shaped by an artist's
hand and special arrangement. As New England's gray
November descends as it also has. for centuries, this
show will'offer a warm,' alluring and enchanting reprieve. The gallery is open on Wednesdays and Thursdays from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, during all mainstage
events, and by appointment. Please call Mary Kramer
at (860) 987-6000

Crank Calls
AT'has been the receiver of a few
crank calls in the last week. This was
no ordinary heavy breathing, though.
The caller, apparently musically inclined, felt that playing the kazoo expressed his/her harassment abilities to
the fullest. Instead of hanging up the
phone, AT stayed on the line and enjoyed the kazoo concerto. It didn't last
too long, however. The player must
have tired and given up on his/her ability to intimidate the subject. Oh well,
nice try. Next time, could you play
some from Miss Saigon. That would be
keen.

Tues, November 12

Through Tues, January 14,1997

Holy High School Hijinks!
This weekend, the campus lost a
considerable number of students due
to a lack of activity on campus, but it
gained some too. At a fraternity house
on Saturday a confused and inebriated
high schooler ended up lost on the second floor. The brothers didn't seem to
notice the stranded stranger. Apparently he fit in with all of the other confused drunks there.
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LECTURES
Wed, November 13

Nakedness in Northam

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

CINESTUDIO
The Spitfire Grill (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(1996) Written and directed by David Lee Zlotoff. Cast: Allison Elliott, Ellen Burstyn, Marcia Gay Harden,
Kieran Mulroney. The winner of the independent Sundance Film Festival's Audience Award stars Allison Elliott
as a parolee fleeing Appalachia for a new life in rural New England. Many of the chilly locals are suspicious of
her past, but she lands a job in a small cafe where the owner (Ellen Burstyn) and her sister-in-law (Marcia Gay
Harden) offer the mysterious young woman a safe haven. The Spitfire Grill is that uncommon movie that finds
powerful drama in such things as the nurturing friendship of women across the generations, forgiveness, and
the rebuilding of a town's fragile sense of community. With lovely cinematography shot in the ethereal beauty
of the deep woods of Vermont. 116 min.

2 Days in the Valley (R)

Fri - Sat 9:50 PM

(1996) Written and directed by John Herzfeld. Cast: Danny Aiello, James Spader, Greg Crutwell, Glenne
Headley, Louise Fletcher. From the Beverly Hills - wannabe San Fernando Valley comes a comically depraved
film noir, with more twists and unexpected turns than The Usual Suspects. A Nancy Kerrigan-esque Olympic
skier, a down-and-out screenwriter and an obnoxious British art dealer are among the many players on the outskirts of celebrity who get mixed up in a gory murder. As the center of the vortex are the mismatched duo of an
icy killer played by James Spader, and Danny Aiello as a bumbling hit man who's pathologically afraid of dogs.
"A sleek, amusingly nasty screen debut..." Stephen Holder, The New York Times. 105 min.

Basquiat (R)

Sun 2:30 PM
Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

(1996) Written and directed byjulian Schnabel. Cast:Jeffrey Wright, David Bowie, Dennis Hopper, Christopher Walken, Courtney Love and Gary Oldham. A homeless graffiti artist approaches Andy Warhol in a New
York restaurant, selling postcards of his own colorful, radiant artwork. Within a year, Jean-Michel Basquiat is
the toast of the 80s downtown art scene. And by the age of 28, he is dead of a drug overdose. Julian Schnabel, a
painter with devastating insight in the high stakes art world, depicts Basquiat as one of the long line of troubled
artists, from Van Gogh to Frieda Kahlo. Jeffrey Wright (Tony winner for Angels in America) is perfect as the
other -worldly Basquiat, and David Bowie's Andy Warhol has unexpected warmth. For a film about avan-garde
artist, Basquiat is a surprise hit, transpoting audiences with its rare understanding of the artistic process. 104
min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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PERFORMAN
In Need of a French Tutor
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Auto
Wednesday, November 13
7:30 PM

There is a poetry reading by Trinity's Poet-in-Residence Linda Hogan. It will be held in the Life Sciences
Auditorium.

Don't sit around and let your grades suffer because
of your mid-terms....if you need help in French, call a
fluent, on-campus tutor. For more information, call
extension 3497.

Wed, November 20

Shabbat & Deli Dinner

11:00 PM

Tues, November 12

8:00 PM

7:30 PM

New Haven-based choreographer, Sarah Franklin,
and Hartford-based choreographer Deborah Goff will
perform new and exciting performance works-inprogress. This event will take place in Seabury Hall,
room 47.

On Friday, November 15at 5:00 PM, Hillel will sponsora dinner accompanying Shabbat. It will be held at
the Hillel House, 32 Crescent Street. Enjoy a good meal
and meet new friends. For more information, call
Nancy at extension 2280.

Fri, November 22

The Art of Giving

10:00 PM

Thursday, November 14
9:30 PM

7:30 PM

The 19th annual holiday exhibit and sale of outstanding American craft gifts is taking place through
December 24. It is being held at the Farmington Valley Arts Center at 25 & 27 Arts Center Lane; Avon Park
North; Avon, CT. For more information, call (860) 6781867.

The Latin American Studies Program is presenting a
"Puerto Rican Festival" featuring Puerto Rican music
and culture by Latino Artists Group, Inc. This group
will perform traditional and contemporary Puerto
Rican music, dance and poetry. This event will be two
hours long and held in the Bistro.

Fri, November 22

Class or 2000 Study Break, Meet
the Candidates in Rittenberg
Lounge
In the Cave, the movie Mission
Impossible will be shown
It is Open Mike Night in the Underground as well as TV or Not
TV featuring the Wonder Years:
"Heartbreak"

Keg Night in the Bistro featuring
Bookhouse Boys

Friday, November 15
7:00 PM

Free Fun Flicks Video, sponsored
by Marriott Dining Service, will
be held in Mather Dining Hall.
The garage funk band Street
Magnets will be seen in the Bistro.
There is a Preview Weekend
Party in Mather Hall. Tickets are
$5 with a canned good and $6
without one.

9:00 PM

8:00 PM

10:00 PM

The Webster Theater is presenting The Machine:
America's Premier interpretation o/Pinfe Floyd. The theater is located 31 Webster Street in Hartford, but for more
information/call 860-525-5553. Tickets in advance are
$7 and $9 on the day of the show.

Do You Got Skillz???
Enter WRTC 89.3 FM Radio's

3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
for charity!

Saturday, November 16
8:00 PM

. The performance II Travotore
will be shown at the Bushnell
theater.
In McCook Auditorium there
will be a double feature ol
Mtmhunter and Silence of the
Lambs.
j
The funk band O Pm will be per- j
forming in theUnderground i
Coffee House.
;

Saturday, November 23,1996
Ferris Athletic Gym

Recycling Corner...

$15 for teams to enter
3 nonperishable food items for spectators

ConnPIRG, Buildings & Grounds, and SG A are all working
together to promote awareness on campus about recycling issues. In the recycling corner, we offer you a weekly fact or suggestion about recycling here at Trinity or on a larger scale.

All proceeds will be donated to
Hartford Food Share

The 13.5 billion beer bottles discarded each year
in the United States alone result in 2.4 million
tons.of landfilled glass, 200 million pounds of
pollutants discharged into the environment and
l
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Teams must be registered by Wed, November 20
send check or money order along with
team name and names of members to
WRTC 89.3 FM via campus mail
*Up to four (4) persons per team
*Game shirts will be provided
"Prizes are available
*Open to men and women

nf
f

a recycling promoteda tuy a Dottle
Bill would lead to savings in all of these areas.

9:00 PM

Sunday, November 17
9:00 AM

" 9:00PM
*Games start at noon
For more information, call Damian at ext 3028

Monday, November 18
8:00PM
9:00 PM
9:15 PM

The Mighty Ducks 3 (PG) 7:10 PM; 9:20 PM
Bad Moon (R) 9:15 PM .
To Gillian on Her 37th Birthday (R) 7:20 PM; 9:30 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to the Webster Bank

ThereisaRepublicanClubMeeting
In the McCook Auditorium, there
will be a Hunger Week Film
Night.
There is a SGA meeting in Terrace Room

Interested in working for the
Trinity Tripod?
**********

Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)666-1401

i

There is a trip going to the Boston Science Museum. Ticketscan
be purchased from SLRC for $10
and the trip is expected to be
eight houis long
-J. here is a TCAC meeting in the
Alumni Lounge.

The 1996 staff is always looking for
new writers and photographers. Join
the editors for their weekly meeting in
the basement of Jackson Dorm on
Tuesday nights at 10:00 PM.
Please call ext. 2589 or email them at
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu

Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
The Mighty Ducks 3 (PG) 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM
That Thing You Do (PG) 7£>0PM
The Spitfire Grill (PG-13) 9:30 PM
Fly Away Home (PG) 4:00 PM
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (G) 1:30 PM

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
The Ghost and the Darkness(R) 1:20 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:25 PM; 9:50 PM; 12:05 AM
First Wives Club (PG) 12:35 PM; 2:45 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:40 PM
Set It Off (R) 1:00 PM; 1:45 PM; 4:15 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:20 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:00 PM; 10:25 PM; 12:20 AM; 12:30 AM
Thinner (R) 12:30 PM; 2:35 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:40 PM; 9:40 PM; 11:45 PM
Dear God (PG) 7:55 PM; 10:15 PM: 12:30 AM
The Associate (PG-13) 1:25 PM; 4:35 PM
Romeo and Juliet (PG) 12:40 PM; 3:00 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:45 PM; 10:10 PM; 12:20 AM
Sleepers (R) 1:00 PM; 4:00 PM; 7:00 PM;, 8:05 PM; 9:55 PM; 11:15 PM
Ransom (R) 1:00 PM; 1:30 PM; 2:00 PM; 4:00 PM; 4:30 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:05 PM; 7:30 PM; 8:00 PM; 9:45 PM; 10:15 PM;
11:00 PM; 12:25 AM;
The Long Kiss Good Night (R) 12:45 PM; 3:45 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:45 PM; 12:10 AM
High School High (PG-13) 1:10 PM; 3:20 PM; 5:25 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:35 PM; 11:35 PM
Larger Than Life (PG) 12:30 PM; 2:2aPM; 4:10 PM; 6:00 PM

Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your local
area.

'

call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000

***Spring Break '97***
Sell 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,Jamaica, or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS AVAILABLE.

Call Now! TAKE-A-BREAK (800) 95-BREAK!

Help Wanted!
Articulate telephone secretaries needed for a busy
Wethersfield answering service.
Must be flexible with schedule and weekends are
mandatory.

For more information, 258-4022

continued from page 22
previous showdown between Trinity
and Bates, this match came down to a detiding fit th set.
The last set would fittingly be a close
one. Yet, Trinity made four service errors
that automatically translated into four
points for Bates, who was able to squeak
out a 15-13 victory over the Bantams,
Trinity, losing three sets to two, would
meet Colby on Saturday.
if The next morning. Trinity and Colby
hooked up for the second time this seaspit, with Colby having won the previoui* meeting in late September,
Unfortunately, the Bantams struggled
again and lost three sets to none (15-9,158, 15-3). According to Trinity's head
coach Fran Vandermeer, "we looked like ,
a tired team" in the loss to Colby. The
1996 NESCAC tournament, which was
eventually won by Tufts, had ended for
the Bantams.
Although the Bantams lost both of
their matches, some positives had come
out of the tournament. Stacey Chin '00
played extremely well in the opening
match against Bates.
Also, senior captain Maritza Ubides
was rewarded for her excellent play during this tournament and during the en-

tire season, earning a place on the AllTournament and All-Conference team
honorable mention,
Maritza Ubides, who played her final
volleyball matches as a Ban tarn this past
weekend, has played a huge role in the
rebirth of Trinity Volleyball according
to Coach Vandermeer. Ubides, who
started at the pivotal setter position, was
a "special player," central to the Bantams
success according to Vandermeer. The
Trinity head coachsaysthe younger Bantams may not fully appreciate the value
of having Maritza Ubides at the setter
position until her abscence next year,
"they don't realize how spoiled they were
[by having Ubides as a setter]."
The Bantams finish the 1996 season
with a record of 11-12, one win shy of
obtaining the winning record that was .
'one of the team's goals. Coach
Vandermeer says that one obstacle to the
team's development this year was the
lack of upperclassmen.
Coach
Vandermeer, who has now completed
her first season as a head coach at Trinity, feels "this year was a good first step"
for the Bantams who look to become
more competitive not only in the difficult NESCAC, but in all of the New England region of Division III.
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BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

The Trinity women's tennis team celebrated their season this past Friday
with their team banquet. Many awards
were given, along with skits, thank yous,
and camaraderie all evening. The team
had a lot to celebrate including their 8-3
record tying regular season record and
their 5th place finish in the New England
Division III Tournament. "It was a wonderful banquet. It really was. Great skits
and again it really shows how close the
team really is. They really had a great
time," commented 13-year Head Coach
Wendy Bartlett after the event. Now that
the fall season has ended, the women still
has just begun their quest for excellence.
Practices are planned for this winter as
well as some competitive play this
spring. In terms of next fall's season
things look very promising.
The Bant's continued their tradition of
voting for the teams awards earlier in the
week, and the results were announced at
the banquet. Next seasons Co-Captains
were announced to be Amy Friedman
'99 and Erica Mann '99. The honor
couldn't have gone to two better players.
It is a true honor to be chosen as a Captain going into your Junior year and
these two deserve the honor. Each stands
now with the best singles records on the
team, Mann at 9-1 and Friedman at 8-3,
and they finished with fabulous runs at
the New Englands, Mann reached the finals while Friedman reached the semis.
The Most Valuable player awards were
given to Katie Reifenheiser '97 (7-4) and
Carrie Birgbauer '97 (4-7). The team
agreed that they couldn't have succeeded
this season with out the Co-Captains.

The women's tennis team wrapped up a successful

Henry DePhilips

season at their team banquet last week.

Bantams according to Coach Bartlett,
"we're starting back next year witjh a
great core group." The team will be losing Seniors Birgbauer and Reifenheiser,
but will be gaining back Abiah Folger
'98 who has been studying this year in
Italy. Coach Bartlett believes that this
year's recruits also look impressive. The
team, has come a long way i n the past few
years and they are still making strides.
Going at this rate, they should be able to
break into the top three in the near fulure. The award winner, Friedman,
uponrrKarr^ff^cTm^^e^onto" be a Paul Assiantefe rrien's team which has seemed nostalgic, "In general, we are all
dedication has a real example for the member of a Varsity doubles team when also started a year round tennis program sad that the fall season is over because
younger players. "We had some great they were looking to improve their to become more competitive in the we became really close as a team. We
couldn't be prouder of our 8-3 record and
leadership under our captains, Katie and doubles showings. After this, she and League.
it is a great accomplishment for us.
partner
Caroline
Hughes
'00
were
virtuNext
season
looks
promising
for
the
Carrie, and everyone made a major contribution. That is why the season worked
out so well," stated Friedman.
It was Amy Friedman's night to shine.
She was honored by her teammates and
coaches not only by getting voted as a
Co-Captain but also as the Most Improved Player and the winner of the
Chick Trophy. Friedman has made some
large strides this season, considering she
wasn't in the starting line-up last year.
She worked very hard on her game to get
into the starting lineup, which was ob-

ally unbeatable. Friedman's third honor
of the evening was receiving The Chick
Trophy, an award created by 1996 graduate Anne Chick's father to be given to the
most hardworking, determined, and the
toughest competitor on the team.
"This team is very motivated to play
year round," states Bartlett. The team
will have captain's practice this winter
and then they will come out again in the
spring for some scrimmages and a tournament at Middlebury. They seem to

(_7

Field Hockey Finishes Great
Season With Tough Loss

New York University
Summer 1997
NYU offers over 1,000
undergraduate, graduate,
and professional courses,
with convenient day and
evening schedules. Live in
Greenwich Village for as
little as $100 per six-week
session.
Session I
Mayl9-June27

Anna Norland '99 takes advantage of
this open shot.

continued from Page 24
in the end, their trip to the Final Four
was ended with the final score of 2-1.
Kincaid had an excellent game, constantly playing good defense and getting the transition going in the midfield.
Goalie Kirsten Skedd '98 also played a
superb game, making a great many
saves.
The team would like to thank cocaptains Kearney Harrington '97 and
Jenny Dakin '97 as well as the other seniors Jory Waldman and Katie Altshul.
Waldman had her best season ever,
eading the team in scoring, assists, and

SPORTS INFORMATION

points. Waldman recently broke the
school's season assist record just a few
games ago.
We wish the best of luck to these
great athletes and leaders and wish
them the best in the future. The team
would also like to thank Head Coach
Robin Sheppard and assistant coach
Chantal Lacroix who helped make the
great season such a success. Next year's
team wi 11 return a strong core of returning players. With both offensive and
defensive starters returning, the team
has a good chance to return to the
NCAA tournament.

Session II
June 30-August 8

Preview our 1997
Summer Bulletin at:

http://www.nyu.edu/summer
Free Summer Bulletin:
Call or E-mail

(212) 998-4520
summer97-ad@nyu.edu
New York University is an affirmative acciori/equal iipruirtunity institution.
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Women's Soccer Looks To Future Volleyball Finishes Up
BY CAROLYN FRENCH

BY GORDON M A N N

Sports Editor

Sports Writer

The women's soccer team
ended their season with a 2-102 record. They won two of their
last three games, including a
thrilling 3-2 victory over
Middlebury in their last home
game.
The season started out strong.
The team fought with nationally-ranked Amherst to a 0-0
tie. Sophomore goalie Colleen
Kirby had 18 saves in her first
ever game in goal.
Then, the season went downhill, The team lost four consecutive games and was unable
to score in any of them. Trinity
finally ended their scoring
drought on October 2 against
Clark.
Freshman Joanna
Padden scored the team's first
goal of the season of! an assist
SPORTS INFORMATION
by Shelley Lozier '99. The goal Samantha Desmarais '97 uses her
cut Clark's lead to 2-1, but the body to shield the ball.
Cougers held on and scored two their first game of the season, 3- games earned her NESCAC
more goals for the 4-1 victory,
0. With her two goals, Guild Player of the Week honors.
The team was really happy to
On October 10, the Bantams moved into fourth place on the
took a 2-0 lead against Smith. Trinity all-time scoring list win two of the last three games
of theseason. This positive endFreshman Gretchen MacColl with 51 points.
On October 26, Trinity hosted ing gives the team hope for next
and sophomore Paige Vollmer
each scored. However, Smith the Panthers of Middlebury in year as they return 15 players
managed to score two goals in their final home game of the with varsity experience.
the second half to force over- season. Senior Samantha
Guild led the team in scoring
time.; In overtime, Trinity let Desmarais scored Trinity's first this year with 8 points (2g-4a).
goal in the first half, but late in Kirby had a tough first season in
one in and lost the game 3-2.
Trinity lost three more games the second, the Bantams were goal with a .834 save percentage
and tied Tufts before hosting down 2-1. With only five min- and three shutouts. Guild ends
Mount Holyoke on October 24. utes left, Lozier scored to tie the her illustrious Trinity career
In this game, senior Alyson game. After pressuring the Pan-, with 52 points (18g-16a).
Guild broke out of her scoring ther defense all day, Vollmer Sumergrade ends her years at
funk and scored two goals and scored the game winning goal Trinity with 12 points, includnotched an assist. Senior Jen with 22 seconds left off a. Guild ing an important goal in
Trinity's first win of the season
Sumergrade scored Trinity's assist.
Guild's performance in these over Mount Holyoke.
other goal as the Bantams won

Flamino Runs Into Nationals
continued from Page 24
ners who had beaten her at the
NESCAC's- Bates' Adelia
Myrick and Williams' Ellen.
Roh'^
T\t team ran at the
Westfield State course three
weeks ago at the Westfield Invitational. At that race,
lamino finished first and
broke the course record, The
women had a difficult time
managing some of the terrain
but still managed to come in
iecond place, losing only to .
Wheaton. Wheaton was easily defeated this weekend. The
team was able to gain valuable
experience on the course at
that race, arid it proved beneficial this weekend. "We knew
what to expect this week.
Running here three weeks ago
really helped, even though this
week it was much more slippery," said Flam ino. Rain, mud,
and slippery conditions made
the already difficult course
even harder to manage. But the
women showed their strength
as they all finished well.
Romano improved her time by
10 seconds this week, despite
the bad conditions.
This year the women's team
finished in 10th place, while
the men finished 18th.
Flamino has improved tremendously since last year, as
she finished 83rd in 1995. •
Flamino is the second runner to qualify for Nationals in
Head Coach George Suitor's
five years at Trinity. In 1994,
Sarah Stuckey '95 competed at
Nationals and finished 25th.
The men's team finished in

Uth place in a field of 31 teams.
Eric Lavigne '98 led the Bantams with a 44th place finish
with a time of 27:28. Senior
captains Chuck Baker and Rob
Johnson were close behind,
finishing 46th and 49th with
times of 27:29 and 27:36. "The
team ran really well. We lost
to Wesleyan, which was tough
because we've beaten them before, but we all ran well, especially the freshman," said
Johnson. Captain Josh Olson
'97 ended the race in 76th place
while Ben Appleyard closed
out the Bantam scoring with a
106th place finish. Freshmen
Andy Malick and Dave Kyle
showed promise for the team's
future, finishing 148th and
149th place in a field of 226
runners.
"It was a grea t way to end the
season," concluded Johnson.
How NESCAC teams fared at
New Englands:
Men:
LWiliams
2. Tufts
3. Bates
5. Amherst
8. Bowdoin
, 10.Wesleyan
11. Trinity
15. Colby
17. Middlebury
20. Conn College
Women:
1. Williams
2. Bowdoin
3. Middlebury
4. Colby
5. Trinity

7. Tufts .
8. Bates
12. Wesleyan
17. Amherst
22. Conn College

An exciting season for Trinity College's volleyball team
came to a close in Hamilton,
New York this past weekend as
the Bantams dropped both of
their NESCAC tournament
matches. After nearly missing
a comeback victory against
Bates in the second round, Trinity was defeated by Colby in
the Bantams' fmal match of the
1996 season
Trinity entered the NESCAC
tournament last Friday night
with the 8th seed and a first
round match against the 9th

seeded Bates Bobcats, with the
winner facing the top seeded
Jumbos of Tufts, who had a bye
in the first round along with
Williams, Amherst, Hamilton,
and Wesleyan.
However, Bates jumped out
to an early lead by winning the
first two sets 15-8 and 15-7.
Trinity was faced with the task
of coming back, as they had in
the previous match against
Bates in October, Led by senior
captain Maritza Ubides, the
Bantams rallied for a 15-9 win
in the third set and then took
the fourth set 15-8 to pull even
with the Bobcats at two sets
apiece As was the case in the
see VOLLEYBALLon page 20

Matalie Karas'99 stays focused in a
recent volleybal match
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Men's Soccer Falls To Western
BY PETER RHOADS

Sports Writer

The Trinity College men's
soccer team wrapped up its season last week with a 2-0 loss
against Western Connecticut
on Wednesday night. The Bants
finished 5-8-1, falling short of
post-season play.
Under the lights and on turf,
the Western game proved to be
a good contest. Although the
team played sluggishly in the
opening minutes of the game,
they got used to the new surface
and started to put together good
runs. In the last half hour of
play, the Bants played inspired
soccer.
Defense stopped Western on
a number of occasions and the
offense put together 3 or 4 good
opportunities. In a pivotal moment late in the first half, junior co-captain Jon Freeman
stepped up and saved a s ure goal
keeping the score even going
into the half.
Craig Anderson '99 replaced
Paul Coniglio'99 in goal at the
beginning of the second half.
The second half started well
with many offensive opportunities, but key offside calls hurt
certain scoring chances. In the
eleventh minute Western broke
the deadlocked tie with a great
scoring play, which put Western ahead. 1-0. After the goal,
the Bantams were able to put together some scoring opportunities. Mike Wilson '00, Richard
Lynch '00, and Ian Stone.'99 all
had great scoring opportunities,

Paul Coniglio '99 boots the
ball away in a recent game.

but could not finish their
chances. With twelve minutes
left in the game Western caught
Trinity off gaurd, and increased
their lead to 2-0. Although the
Bants continued to play hard,
the final score was not to be
changed and the Bants lost their
last game 2-0. When asked
about the game Co-Captain Jon
Freeman said," We played good
soccer in spots, and the defense
stepped up, but the problem we
have had this season converting
goals and avoiding defensive
lapses, plagued us again in this
game."
Looking to next season, there
is a tremendous core of young
talent. The team loses only
three seniors, but they were vital to this team. Seniors Marc
Salafia, Frank Taylor and Chris
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Lui all contributed to this years
offense. Salafia, whose skill and
leadership will be sorely missed
next year, led the team with 16
points this year. Co-Captain Jon
Freeman will be back along
with ten starters from this year.
Freeman's supporting cast combined for thirty-nine points
spread out over ten players,
making next years prospects
one of the best in recent years.
Of the ten returning, the second
and third leading scorers on the
team, in Stone and Rudolph,
will be back as well. When
asked about next seasons
chances Salafia said," This team
is very young has a great deal of
talent, Over the next two to
three years this team should
grow into one of the top teams
in the NESCAC."
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THIS WEEK
IN BANTAM
Saturday November 16
Cross Country at NCAA's at|
Augusta College, Rock Island, IL.

t
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College View Cafe Trivia Contest
Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia questions correctly and
leave a voice mail at The Tripod x 2589 wins a pitcher of Milwaukee's
Best from The College View Cafe.

1. What country will host the 1998's scoccer World Cup?
2. What NHL team has won the most Stanley Cups?
3. Before Saturdays TKO to Evander Holyf ield, who is the only other
boxer to defeat Mike Tyson?
4. What Pennsylvania town hosts the annual Little League World
Series?
5. What team won last year's NCAA mens basketball tournament?
Congratulations to Bob Chute '97forcorrectly answering last week'trivia questions.
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1996 Trinity College
SMen's Soccer Final Statistics!
Name
Yr
Marc Salafia
97
Ian Stone
99
Dan Rudolph
00
Frank Taylor
97
Brian Krumrel 00
Michael Wilson 00
Mike Baskoff
98
Chris Lui
97
Jon Freeman
98
Peter Holzel
99
Andy Hayes
. 99

G

A Pts.

1996 Final NESCAC Standings
Field Hockey
School

1 1
1 1

Write for the
sports section!!

W L

Amherst
Trinity
Williams
Middlebury
Bowdoin
Tufts
Conn. College
Hamilton
Bates
Wesleyan
Colby

10
10
6
6
4
2

Volleyball
Streak

4
4
8
8
10
12

Ll
L5
L6

W

L T Streak

Tripod.

We are looking for writers
to cover all of the winter
sports. Don't waste any
time...run to the nearest
phone and call The Tripod
office at x 2598.

School

[iajx

oersF

time on sleep!! Come on
down and write for The

Bowdoin
Bates
Colby
Tufts
Conn. College
Middlebury
Hamilton
Wesleyan
Trinity

7
6

5

3

7 7 0
6 7 1
2 10 2

Streak
25
23
19
22
15
11
13
12
7
10
4

4
5
5
11
9
10
12
12
16
2l
It

Mens Soccer

Women's Soccer
School

School
Williams
Tufts
Hamilton
Amherst
Middlebury
Trinity
Wesleyan
Colby
Conn. College
Bates
Bowdoin

Ll
W2
Ll

Middlebury
Tufts
Conn. College
Bates
Bowdoin
Colby
Wesleyan
Amherst .
Trinity
Hamilton

W L I Streak
. 9 1, 2 ,.W3.
10 2 1 T2
10 2 2
T2

Note: Standings do not include post-season play.

College View Gafe

Athletes Of The

SAVE $6.50 AT THE VIEW
Yolanda Flamino'99
$10 withCoupon

Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

Flamino, a sophomore from
Ellington, CTy finished fourth in the
New England Division III crosscountry championship with a time
of 18:56. By placing fourth, F f i i
yarned a trip"to the NCAA ^
onships at Augusta College i|^
Island, IL. on Saturday

Ray Jones '97 - • j\|rt"iJ

GOOD NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED

Tuesdays $4.00 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.00 Pitchers*
*=Mil's Best

Jones, a senior from'Dorches|i|||A
had a record-breaking day in thfjbtltball team's final game against
Wesleyan. Jones rushed for a school
single-game record of 303 yards,
which included touchdown runs of
90 arid 35 yards. Jones also surpassed
1000. yards rushing for the season,
only the third Trinity player to do so.
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Records Broken As Bantams Fly Past Cardinals
BY LEVI LITMAN AND
MIKE WEINER

Featured Writer and
Sports Writer

Vfr

In a season epitomized by
many twists and turns, most of
which produced wins for the
Bantams, Trinity's final game
encompassed more of the same.
The Bantams began their season with a solid win. After an
upset of Williams, which featured two Williams missed field
goals and a decisive missed extra point, Trinity jumped out to
a 2-0 record. After three more
victories, the ball bounced the
Bantams way again against
Middlebury as freshman lineman Matt Cashman picked up
a blocked extra point attempt
by joe Mullaney '98 and ran it
into the end zone for the final
two points and the eventual
fhargin of victory.
?' Aftera6-0 start, the Bantams
season took another turn, this
one for the worse. Playing
Amherst in front of nearly
9,000 homecoming fans, Trinity
did not put themselves in a position to win the game down the
stretch arid Tost 24-7. The
Bantam's last game of the year
against Wesleyan was a chance
to prove their preseason critics
wrong and end their season on
a positive note with an unex-

Brian Byrne '97, seen here running against Amherst, returned
a kickoff 80-yards for a touchdown on Saturday.

pected 7-1 record. Coming off ing in a 25 yard touchdown run
the disappointing loss to by John Pascucci to put the CarAmherst last weekend, Trinity dinals up 6-0. The Bantams
could not take the 3-4 Cardinals were not able to cdunter this
lightly.
score until junior quarterback
However, Wesleyan took the • Joe Mullaney's two yard run
opening kickoff and confi- early in the second quarter, putdently moved the ball ting Trinity on top 7-6.
downfield, with their drive endThis touchdown drive began

Field Hockey Finishes Great Season
BY AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writer

LAURA BLACKWELL

what would become a recordbreaking day for Trinity. Early
in the drive, Mtulaney broke the
single season rushing record for

marched for a touchdown following the Trinity kickoff. After ;t succo?:sfill r wn point

a quarterback (340 yards), as he
rushed for 42 yards on the day,
giving him 374 yards for the
season. Mullaney's touchdown
run broke a second Trinity

conversion, Wesleyan took a 2013 lead. Qn the Bantams second
offensive play of the third quarter, Trinity fumbled, giving
see BANTS on Page 20

Flamino Qualifies
For X-C Nationals
BY CAROLYN FRENCH

The women's field hockey
team's season came to an end
this past weekend in Oneonta,
New York. The team had received a bid to go to the NCAA
Division III tournament upon
completion of their 11-3 season,
The field of sixteen teams was
broken down into four different
regions with four teams at each
site.
Trinity was seeded third in its
region. Along with Trinity in
their region were:#l Hartwick,
#2 Eastern Mennonite University and #4 Middlebury.
Middlebury and Hartwick
played first with Hartwick winning 2-1 on a penalty stroke.
Trinity then took the field at
7:00 at night under the lights on
the Astroturf field against EMU.
Trinity had practiced on the
field Friday night in a torrential
downpour which only showed
the team that they were ready
to play on the turf.
EMU came into the game
with a record of 20-1, their only
loss coming to Salisbury State
(MD), who also made the NCAA
tournament. Trinity and EMU
had no common opponents as
EMU is located in Virginia, in
the Old Dominion Conference.
The team started strong and
it was not until a EMU penalty
corner that, the Bants found
themselves on the losing side of

Sports Editor

SophomoreYolanda Flamino
qualified to compete at the Division III National Cross Country Meet next Saturday by
finishing fourth with a time of
18:56 at the Division III New
England Cross Country Championships at Westfield State
College on Saturday. She will
race at Augustana College in

Katie Altshul '97 looks on as Vanessa Ruff
'99 runs past the defender.

the Scoreboard. It was not until
there was about 11 minutes left
in the game that Barkley
Kincaid '99 evened the score on
a rocket of a shot from just inside the twenty-five. With her
shot, the team was given the impetus to keep up their strong
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plays. Trinity continued to
dominate the game, but unfortunately the shots just did not
go in, and it was with a little
more than three minutes that
EMU scored its second goal.
Trinity tried to come back, but
see HOCKEY on Page 21

quarterbacking record of the
day as he eclipsed his own previous best of seven rushing
touchdowns, set last season.
Following a Wesleyan score
which allowed them to retake
the lead, senior Brian Byrne, after briefly hobbling the ball, ran
back the ensuing kickoff for an
electrifying 80 yard touchdown
scamper, giving the Bantams a
13-12 half-time lead entering
the half.
While the Bantams entered
the half with a 13-12 lead, they
did not look like the 6-1 team
that was ranked fifth in the
ECAC Division III New England poll. One of the main reasons for this was Wesleyan's
ability to hold Bantam running
back sensation, senior Ray
Jones, the NESCAC's leading
rusher, to just 45 yards. However, included in these 45 yards
were the 33 yards Jones needed
to eclipse the 1000 yard mark
for the season, becoming just the
third player in Trinity College
history to do so.
In the beginning of the second half,' Wesleyan again

Rock Island, Illinois, "The plan
was just to go out and stick with
the front group. We just went
with it from there," said
Flamino.
"I'm definitely very excited
a'bout traveling to Illinois for the
National meet. The New England race was in the back of
my mind all season, I was just
happy to make it all come together at the right time, which
is something I have to give the

credit to my coaches for making happen. I'm going to run
the National race with as
much intensity as possible, but
I'm sure that no matter what
happens, I will have a lot of fun
and appreciate being there,"
said Flamino.
The women's team finished
fifth at the 3.1 mile race, barely
missing qualifying for Nationals as a team. The top four
teams qualified to go. Co-captain Jill Romano '97 ran an excellent race, finishing in 18th
place in a field of 243 runners,
co-captain Liz Worthy '98 also
finished well, coming in 33rd.
Mariah Titlow's '00, fortyninth th place finish and Kim
Mendall's '99, eighty-ninth
place helped the Bantams in
their quest for the title. "As a
team, we ran a much better
race than last week," said
Flamino.
The four teams that finished
ahead of the women are all
NESCAC foes- Williams,
Bowdoin, Middlebury and
Colby. They were able to defeat
Tufts, who had beaten them
earlier this year at the NESCAC
Championships. Wesleyan's
Sarah Brodsky captured the
title. The top three runners
were all NESCAC foes who had
beaten Flamino at NESCAC's.
She was able to defeat two run"see FLAMINO on page 22

